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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Omega Navigation System 
The Omega system is a very low frequency (VLF) navigation system 
consisting of eight stations located around the world. Four frequencies, 
10.2, 11.05, 11 1/3, and 13.5 kHz, are transmitted for navigational 
purposes by all eight stations. In addition to the four basic navigation 
frequencies, each station is assigned a unique frequency. The trans­
mission of the unique frequency is optional for each station. The common 
frequencies are multiplexed in time so that at most one station is trans­
mitting a particular frequency at any given time. The Omega stations and 
the transmission format are shown in Figure 1. 
Cesium-beam frequency standards used at each station enable the 
synchronization of the signals at each frequency of all eight stations. 
Use of the cesium-beam frequency standards results in a common transmission 
phase for each signal at each station. 
An Omega user must keep track of his position by monitoring the 
changes in the phase of any two pairs of signals from three or more Omega 
stations. A user must also know his starting position since any given 
phase relationship repeats itself many times between a pair of stations. 
Because the phase relationship repeats itself between stations, a position 
ambiguity can occur. A phase measurement allows a user to determine his 
position within a lane. When a user moves so that the phase changes by 
350 degrees, the user is in the same relative position within a lane but 
has changed lanes. More detailed information on the use of the Omega 
system for navigation can be found in Beck (1) or Laurila (2). Omega 
Station 
Norway (A) 
Liberia (B) 
Hawaii (Cl 
10.2 LpTsT^ j 111/3 u 12.r y 12.1^  y 11-05 u 12.1+ [j 12.^ iJ 
'3.6 U 111/3 y ,2.o+[J,2.c"U 1105 U ,2.0+LJ 
n.e'*y u.B%j 10.2 y 13.6 y m/s y n.^ y n.^  [j 11.05 u 
N. Dakota ID) 11.05 yi^ s.f y 13. f y" 
La Reunion IE) i2.3tr^ rôry ,2.3+ \J 
Argentina IF) | 12.9^ | 12.9+| [ 11.05 | [ 
Australia (G)' 
Area 
0.2 y 13.6 y 111/3 y ,3.1+ y n.i+L) 
Zï+y 10.2 y 13.6 y 111/3 y 12.3*1! 
2.9+y 12.9+ y 102 y 13.6 y n 1/3 j 
Japan (H) 
11 i/3"yiii.o+ y 13.0+ y 11.05 y 13.0+y n-o^ y îôi y ne ij 
13.6 y~ri 1/3 y 12.8+ y 12.3+ y 11.05 y 12.s'y 12.8+ y 10.2 y 
|*-0.9*1 p-1.0-H |*-1.1-H I*- 1.2-*1 |»-1.1 -M 1^0.9-M |^1.2—^1 |*-1.0—I j 
Trinidad 
temporarily 
filling G slot 
0.0 1.1 2.3 3.6 5.0 6.3 
Time (seconds) 
Proposed f u l l  format is shown; 
K unique frequency at each 
station 
-11.05 is fourth navigation 
frequency 
7.4 8.8 10.0 
to 
Figure 1. Omega signal transmission format 
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signals were used in this research project because they were convenient 
coherent transmissions in the frequency spectrum of interest. 
The very low frequencies of the Omega signals result in a long signal 
wavelength. For example, a 10 kHz signal has a wavelength of 30 km (2). 
The long wavelength results in phase relationships of pairs of signals 
between Omega stations that repeat approximately every 15 km. 
The earth and the ionosphere form a spherical waveguide for the 
transmission of VLF Omega signals (2). The curved waveguide, which is 
illustrated in Figure 2, permits the Omega signals to have a range of 
about 5000 n. miles. Only eight stations are used to obtain worldwide 
coverage because of the long transmission range. 
The mean signal pathlength is determined by the height of the iono­
sphere. The height of the ionosphere is, in turn, affected by the position 
of the sun and by x-ray radiation from the sun. The height of the iono­
sphere decreases from night to day. During the daytime a Sudden Ionospheric 
B. VLF Wave Propagation 
Ionosphere 
Station 
Figure 2. Earth-ionosphere spherical waveguide 
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Disturbance (SID), which results from a burst of x-ray radiation from the 
sun, causes a further decrease in the height of the ionosphere. 
The part of the change in the height of the ionosphere that is due 
to the position of the sun is periodic with a period of 24- hours. As the 
height of the ionosphere changes, the vertical dimension of the waveguide 
changes. This, in turn, changes the velocity of propagation in the wave­
guide. The result is a change in the phase of the received signal. 
Although the change in phase due to the position of the sun can be pre­
dicted, a change in phase due to a SID cannot be predicted. 
C. Omega Lane Resolution 
Brown (3) proposed a hypothetical VLF pulse-timing system. This 
hypothetical system could be used as an independent navigation system or 
in conjunction with the Omega system. A pulse-timing system would not 
have the position ambiguity problem that the Omega system has. In the 
Omega system, the timing is done on the phase of the carrier. In a 
pulse-timing system, the timing is done on the arrival time of the pulse 
envelope. Although the Omega system provides an accuracy of about 1 to 2 
n. miles, the VLF pulse-timing system proposed by Brown would provide 
an accuracy of about 5 n. miles at best (3, 4-). 
A VLF pulse-timing system could be used in conjunction with the Omega 
system to resolve the position ambiguity problem. It could also be used 
as a stand-alone navigation system providing an accuracy of approximately 
5 n. miles. 
Another method of resolving the position ambiguity problem in certain 
cases has also been used (1). This method uses the phase of the envelope 
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of the beat frequencies of different Omega signals. The width of a lane 
generated by a beat frequency is relatively wide compared with the lane 
width due to the Omega signals. By using the timing information contained 
in the phase of the envelope of the beat frequency, a user can determine 
his position in a relatively wide lane and from that determine which 
Omega lane he is in. Note that in this case the phase information is 
contained in the envelope of the beat frequency. 
D. Group Delay Stability 
An important parameter that affects the accuracy of a system that 
depends on the envelope timing information contained in a signal is the 
stability of the group velocity and the related group delay. The group 
velocity is the speed at which the envelope travels. Unlike the Omega 
system where the timing information is contained in the carrier phase, 
the timing information in a pulse-timing system and in the beat fre­
quency timing system is contained in the phase of the envelope. 
This project investigates the stability of the group delay of sig­
nals in the 11.2 kHz frequency range over a path from Hawaii to Ames, 
Iowa. 
The group velocity Vg is defined as 
vg = le (I'D 
where oj is the signal frequency in radians per second and 3 is the phase 
shift parameter (5). The group delay T^  can be expressed as 
'  %  ( 1 - 2 )  
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where d is the distance of the transmission path. The phase angle ^  can 
be expressed as 
(f) = gd. (1.3) 
Solving for Tg in terms of (}> and w gives 
Tg " 
The group delay can be approximated as 
4>2 - *1 
where (jjg and are the phase angles in radians at two slightly different 
frequencies Wg and oj^ . 
The 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz Omega signals from Hawaii are relatively 
closely spaced in frequency and were used in this project to investigate 
the group delay stability in the 11.2 kHz frequency range. The higher 
frequency, 11 1/3 kHz, is transmitted during time segment E and 11.05 
kHz is transmitted during time segment H. 
The phase of each of these signals was measured with respect to a 
rubidium frequency reference. Because the rubidium frequency reference 
was not synchronized with the transmitter frequency reference, the measured 
phase had an unknown constant component. Since phase measurements had 
unknown constant components, the group delay also had an unknown constant 
component. This constant component was ignored because the group delay 
stability was of interest and not the actual absolute group delay. 
7 
The group delay in the 11.2 kHz frequency range was computed using 
equation (1.5). The group delay stability was investigated by studying 
the change in the computed group delay over time. 
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II. THEORETICAL TIMING ERROR DUE TO NOISE 
A. Effect of Errors on Group Delay 
Small errors in a phase measurment cause large errors in the com­
puted group delay. Recall from equation (1.5) that group delay T^  is 
approximated by 
*2 - '^ 1 
where (p^  and (j)^  are the phase measurements at frequencies Wg and o)^  radians 
per second. The two frequencies correspond to 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz for 
this application. 
Assume a phase measurement error of one microsecond or about 0.0694 
radians in the 11.05 kHz signal. Using equation (2.1), this would result 
in a group delay error of 39 microseconds. Similarly, an error of one 
microsecond in the 11 1/3 kHz signal phase measurement results in a group 
delay error of 40 microseconds. An error in a phase measurement gets 
multiplied up in the group delay calculation by a factor of 39 or 40. 
The expected error in the phase measurements due to noise determines 
the expected error in the group delay calculation due to noise. The 
expected error due to atmospheric noise is considered next. 
B. Timing Error Calculation 
The expected timing error due to atmospheric noise can be found from 
noise theory. By assuming a received signal plus noise with a typical 
signal-to-noise ratio, the variance of the phase measurement due to noise 
can be calculated. 
Assume the signal s(t) is defined as 
s(t) = A cos wt (2.2) 
where w is the frequency of the signal of interest and A is the amplitude 
of the received signal. Assume the noise x(t) is white noise with spectral 
density N^ . The phase estimate of the received signal will be found by 
using the Fourier-coefficient method of phase determination which will be 
explained in more detail in Chapter 3. Letting y(t) equal signal plus 
noise yields 
y(t) = A cos wt + x(t). (2.3) 
The phase estimate <1> of y(t) is defined as 
-1 b (j) = tan — (2.4) 
where a and b are the Fourier coefficients 
a = /g y(t) cos utdt (2.5) 
b = Jq y(t) sin wtdt (2.6) 
and where T is the time for which the signal is observed to determine 
the phase. 
Solving for cj> in terms of x(t) and s(t) yields 
-1 /«(A cos wt sin (jùt + x(t) sin wt)dt 
4, = tan — . (2.7) 
J^ (A cos wt cos OJt + x(t) cos wt)dt 
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Integrating over an integral number of cycles simplifies the integral to 
( 2 . 8 )  (j) = tan —^  ; —  •  
~  +  j Q x ( t )  C O S  w t d t  
Note that if the noise x(t) is equal to zero, then the angle cj) is 
equal to zero. For nonzero noise x(t), cj) is the phase error due to noise. 
For signal-to-noise ratios in the range encountered, phase errors of 
around 10 to 15 degrees or less are expected. Using the small angle 
-1 
approximation, tan  ^is approximately equal to (J) in radians. Using 
this approximation 
FT ' 
JoX(t) sin wtdt (2.9) 
 ^~ AT rr 
— + jQx(t) cos wtdt 
where (j) is in radians. Finally, the denominator can be approximated by 
AT/2 for the relatively high signal-to-noise ratios in the range encountered. 
The approximate phase error due to noise reduces to 
(|) = -TTp /^x(t) sin wtdt (2.10) 
Ai Q 
where (j) is in radians. 
The expected value of (p is zero and the variance of (j) is expressed as 
<^ 4,^  = E sin wudu)(^ =J^ x(v) sin wvdv) 
AT^ o"""' "AT-0 
where (7^ 2 ig the variance of cj). Rearranging equation (2.11) gives 
(2.11) 
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4 rT fT 
,2,2'O'O •/-/^ x(u)x(v) sin cju sin (ovdudv (2.12) 
Interchanging time integration and expectation is permissible in this 
case (6) and yields 
 ^2 r^TfT. 
•/q/qE X ( U ) X ( V  ^sin oiu sin uvdudv. (2.13) 
For white noise with spectral density Nq, the autocorrelation 
function E|^ (U)X(V  ^is a delta function with magnitude (7). Therefore 
„ 2 4- FTFT 
" A V  
sin OJu sin oivdudv. (2.14) 
Integrating this equation yields 
2 2K 
.^ (2.15) 
. 2  
Brown (3) gives an optimistic value for as 5 (]iv/m) /rad/sec 
and a typical value for A as 100 yv/m for a 5 to 10 Mm path. A time of 
0.6 seconds was used for the observation time T. Table I shows the 
variance and standard deviation of the phase for these values and for 
2 pessimistic values of A and where the ratio of A to Nq is 20 db below 
the optimistic values given by Brown. The resulting values are within a 
range that make the approximations used in deriving equation (2.15) 
2 
reasonable. Even in the pessimistic case where the ratio of A to Nq is 
20 db below the optimistic values given by Brown, the standard deviation 
of the phase error is only 0.129 radians and tan~^  (j) is still approximately 
12 
equal to cj) for this value. 
The phase measurements of the 11.05 and the 11 1/3 kHz signals are 
taken during different time segments. The noise during the different 
time segments should be independent and therefore the errors in the two 
phase measurements should be independent. For independent errors the 
variance of the sum or difference of the two phase measurements is equal 
to the sum of the variances of each phase measurement (8). From the 
variance of the sum of two phase measurement errors, the variance of the 
group delay is obtained by multiplying by HO. The variance and the standard 
deviation of the group delay due to noise are also shown in Table I. 
Table I. Expected errors due to atmospheric noise 
Error 
Parameter 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio A /NQ (rad/sec) 
2000 200 
Phase variance 
(radians squared) 
Standard deviation of 
•nVoBo 
0.0016566 
n nuns 
0.016666 
n 1 OQ 
Standard deviation of 
phase (microseconds) 
Variance of sum of two 
phase measurements 
(radians squared) 
Standard deviation of sum of 
two phase measurements 
(microseconds) 
Standard deviation of group 
delay (microseconds) 
0.58 
0.003333 
0 . 8 2  
32.8 
1 . 8  
0.03333 
2.59 
104 
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The results shown in Table I are for an observation time of 0.6 
seconds. The standard deviation of the group delay due to atmospheric 
noise is in the neighborhood of from 33 to 104 microseconds. Increasing 
T by a factor of nine from 0.6 to 5.4 seconds would reduce all the var­
iances in Table I by a factor of nine and would reduce all the standard 
deviations in Table I by a factor of three. Increasing T by a factor of 
nine from 0.6 to 5.4 seconds corresponds to averaging over nine data 
frames where the observation time is 0.6 seconds per data frame. The 
standard deviation of the group delay due to atmospheric noise for an 
observation time of 5.4 seconds would be in the neighborhood of 11 to 
35 microseconds. 
The expected errors shown in Table I are consistent with measurements 
made by Rockwell International Incorporated, Collins Division (9). 
C. Timing Error Calculation from Detection Theory 
Detection theory provides another estimate of the timing error due 
to additive Gaussian noise (3). The formula for the estimation error, 
which assumes a maximum likelihood estimate of the arrival time, is 
% 
rT d s ( t )  2 dt Jo dt 
where O is the standard deviation of the timing error in seconds and 
where N^ , s{t), and T are the same as previously defined. After inte­
grating the denominator, this formula gives 
14 
O = 
2N, 
T(a)A)' 
1/2 
(2.17) 
Multiplying both sides of equation (2.17) by O) gives the standard 
deviation of the timing error in radians. Then squaring both sides yields 
i ' 3  (2.18) 
Note that this is exactly the same formula as equation (2.15) which was 
derived in the previous section. The exact same estimate of the phase 
error and the resulting group delay error due to atmospheric noise are 
obtained by using a second approach. The second method provides additional 
assurance that the approximations made in using the first method are 
reasonable and that the predicted timing errors due to atmospheric noise 
are accurate for the assumed signal and noise levels. 
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III. PHASE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
A. Theoretical Best Phase Estimate 
Since errors in the phase measurement are multiplied up by a factor 
of 39 or 40 in the calculation of group delay, it is important to get the 
best phase measurement possible. Brown (10) examined the optimal detec­
tion of signal phase. A summary of his analysis and the results will be 
presented now. 
The signal s(t) is assumed to be of the form 
where C is the Rayleigh-distributed amplitude, 0 is the uniformly-dis­
tributed phase angle, and o) is the angular frequency of the signal. The 
noise is assumed to be Gaussian and flat past the signal frequency. The 
observation time interval is T seconds. Let r(t) be the received signal 
plus noise. 
From trigonometry, equation (3.1) can be expressed as 
s(t) = C sin (oJt + 9) (3.1) 
s(t) = A cos cot + B sin wt (3.2) 
where 
A = C sin 0 (3.3) 
B = C cos 0 . (3.4) 
Specifying A and B is equivalent to specifying C and 0 
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From detection theory (11), the best estimate of the phase is found 
by maximizing the likelihood function. Maximizing the likelihood function 
is the same as minimizing the integrated squared difference between the 
received signal r(t) and the unknown signal s(t) (11). Denoting the 
integrated squared difference as D, then 
D = Jg(r(t) - C sin (tot + 0))^ dt (3.5) 
or equivalently in terms of A and B 
D = f^(r(t) - (A cos wt + B sin wt))^ dt. (3.6) 
A and B (or equivalently C and 0) must be chosen so that D is mini­
mized to give the best estimate of the phase. Taking the partial deriv­
ative of D with respect to A and B gives 
"1^ = /Q-2 COS wt(r(t) - A cos wt + B sin wt))dt (3.7) 
3D f T 
•gg" - j Q~^ sin wt(r(t) - A cos wt + B sin wt))dt. (3.8) 
Setting the partial derivatives equal to zero and rearranging gives 
/
T 2 rT GA COS wt + B sin wt cos wtdt = j^r(t) cos wtdt (3.9) 
rT  2 .T 
JgA cos wt sin wt + B sin wtdt = J^ rCt) sin wtdt. (3.10) 
Integrating the left hand side over an integral number of cycles and 
•multiplying both sides by 2/T gives 
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A = ^/grCt) COS Ojtdt (3.11) 
B = ) sin (Otdt. (3.12) 
Note that A and B are the Fourier coefficients of r(t) at a frequency 
of 0) radians per second. The phase angle 0 is obtained from A and B by 
By defining A and B to be the Fourier coefficients of r(t), the 
integrated squared difference of r(t) and s(t) is minimized. This pro­
vides the best estimate of the phase and amplitude of s(t) in the sense that 
the mean-square difference is minimized. 
It is important to note that the amplitude information of the received 
signal is used in computing the phase estimate. Because of the difficulty 
of computing the Fourier coefficients using analog equipment, analog 
receivers resort to other techniques to obtain a phase estimate. At some 
point in the signal processing, many receivers throw the amplitude infor­
mation away and obtain a phase estimate by observing the zero crossings 
of the signal. Theoretically this could not yield the best estimate of 
the phase. 
6 = tan~^  ^  (3.13) 
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B. Sampling and Intentional Aliasing 
The Fourier coefficients at the signal frequency must be found in 
order to obtain the best estimate of the phase. Although Fourier-coeffi­
cient phase determination would be relatively difficult using analog tech­
niques , it is a task that is well suited to digital techniques. The 
versatility of the microcomputer allows a straightforward implementation 
of a Fourier-coefficient phase receiver. 
The processing power required of the microcomputer depends mainly 
on the sampling rate. The higher the sampling rate, the faster the 
microcomputer would have to process the sampled information. The signals 
of interest are 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz. Since all the information is con­
tained in a narrow frequency band, the minimum sampling rate required by 
the sampling theorem is below the carrier frequency. 
The bandpass filters used in this project provide an attenuation of 
40 db at a lower and upper frequency of about 9.1 and 13.6 kHz respec­
tively. Considering a conservative bandwidth as the difference of 9.1 and 
13.6 kHz and the highest frequency component as 13.6 kHz, the sampling 
theorem specifies a minimum sampling rate of 9.07 kHz (12). Although the 
baseband Nyquist sampling rate is over 22 kHz, a sampling rate of less 
than half this Nyquist rate is sufficient because the information is 
contained in a narrow frequency band. The lower sampling rate allows the 
use of a common microcomputer and analog-to-digital converter. 
Brown (13) proposed a sampling frequency and a processing technique 
that uses intentional aliasing to obtain the phase estimate. Brown pro­
posed using a sampling rate of 11.2 kHz. An 11.2 kHz sampling rate sat­
isfies the sampling theorem and should not result in a loss of information. 
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Using a sampling rate of 11.2 kHz, the 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz signals are 
aliased and the frequencies of the resulting signals are 150 and 133 1/3 
Hz, respectively. Brown showed that the phase of the aliased 133 1/3 Hz 
signal is the same as the phase of the 11 1/3 kHz signal. An illustration 
of the original 11 1/3 kHz signal and the resulting sampled signal is shown 
in Figure 3. Brown also showed that the phase of the 150 Hz aliased signal 
was the same as 180 degrees minus the phase of the 11.05 kHz signal. An 
illustration of the 11.05 kHz signal and the resulting aliased signal is 
shown in Figure 4. 
Except for a sign and a constant of 180 degrees for the 11.05 kHz 
signal, the phase of the original signals are the same as the phase of the 
aliased signals. By sampling over an integral number of cycles of an 
aliased signal and computing the Fourier coefficients, a best estimate 
of the phase will be obtained. 
Brown (13) suggested a sampling time T of 0.6 seconds. There are 80 
cycles of the 133 1/3 Hz signal with 84 samples per cycle in a 0.6 second 
time interval. There are 90 cycles of the 150 Hz signal with 74 2/3 sam­
ples per cycle or 224 samples per 3 cycles in a 0.6 second time interval. 
Each cycle of the 133 1/3 Hz signal is multiplied by the same sine 
and cosine waveforms for the determination of the Fourier- coefficients. 
Similarly, every 3 cycles of the 150 Hz signal are multiplied by the same 
sine and cosine waveforms. Instead of performing 6720 multiplications 
to determine each Fourier coefficient, it was shown mathematically that 
each cycle of the 133 1/3 Hz signal and every three cycles of the 150 Hz 
signal could be added together before the Fourier coefficients are deter­
mined. This reduces the number of multiplications per coefficient to 84 
Figure 3. 11 1/3 kHz signal sampled at 11.2 kHz rate 
Figure 4. 11.05 kHz signal sampled at 11.2 kHz rate 
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for the 133 1/3 Hz signal and to 224- for the 150 Hz signal. 
The proposed 11.2 kHz sampling rate was used in this project. 
Aliased cycles of the sampled signal were averaged to reduce the number 
of multiplications by a significant amount. The low sampling rate 
allowed the use of a common microcomputer and analog-to-digital converter. 
The phase of each signal was obtained by finding the phase of the aliased 
signals using Fourier-coefficient techniques. The phase was found by 
using equation (3.13) where A and B are defined by equations (3.11) 
and (3.12) except that the integration was replaced with a discrete sum­
mation. 
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IV. COMPARISON OF FOURIER-COEFFICIENT 
AND ZERO-CROSSING PHASE MEASUREMENT METHODS 
A. Zero-Crossing Phase Measurement Technique 
Zero-Crossing phase measurement techniques do not use Fourier-
coefficient analysis to determine the phase. A receiver typically 
obtains a phase estimate by observing the time at which the signal level 
goes through zero with a positive slope and by comparing that time to the 
time that a reference signal goes through zero with a positive slope. 
The average time difference between zero crossings provides a phase esti­
mate of the signal. Since the amplitude information of the signal is not 
used in the zero-crossing phase measurement technique, the phase estimate 
cannot be optimal. 
B. Time Constant 
VLF analog receivers typically use either phase-locked loops with 
long time constants or high Q filters to filter the noise so that hope­
fully the signal triggers the zero crossing and not the noise. If the 
signal phase changes rapidly as it sometimes does due to a burst of x-ray 
radiation from the sun, the received phase may change more rapidly than 
the time constant of a phase-locked loop allows the phase to change. 
An advantage of the Fourier-coefficient method of phase determina­
tion is that high Q filtering or phase-locked loops with long time con­
stants are not needed. The Fourier-coefficient method of phase determi­
nation extracts the phase information at the desired frequency. The main 
reason that a bandpass filter is needed in the Fourier-coefficient method 
is to allow a sufficient number of bits of signal information to be digi­
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tized in the analog-to-digital conversion process. If insufficient fil­
tering is used, the magnitude of the noise would be large relative to the 
signal. Scaling signal plus noise for analog-to-digital conversion would 
leave only a few bits for signal quantization and significant errors due 
to quantization would be introduced. 
If only a moderate amount of filtering is used, there is no signifi­
cant time constant to affect phase measurements. A phase measurement made 
during one data frame is not affected by phase measurements made during 
previous data frames as they are in a receiver with a phase-locked loop 
with a long time constant. 
C. Averaging and the Modulo 2tt Effect 
A potential problem encountered in the zero-crossing phase measure­
ment scheme is the error introduced by averaging phase measurements near 
zero with phase measurements near 2it radians. The resulting average is 
near ir radians which is an error of 180 degrees. This is called the mod­
ulo 2IT effect. Although ways to avoid this problem to some extent exist 
(14), the effectiveness depends on both the time constant of the phase-
locked loop or of the bandpass filter and on the signal-to-noise ratio. 
For low signal-to-noise ratios, the modulo 2TT problem is difficult to 
avoid except by using phase-locked loops with long time constants. For 
low signal-to-noise ratios and a time constant of insufficient length, the 
zero crossings would be spread over the whole range from zero to 2Tr and 
the modulo 2Tr effect would be difficult to avoid. Using a phase-locked 
loop with a long time constant would prevent the phase from changing sig­
nificantly during a measurement and might help solve the modulo 2IT problem 
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at the expense of adding a long time constant. It may also be difficult 
to get a phase-locked loop with a long time constant to lock on to a sig­
nal for low signal-to-noise ratios. 
Using the Fourier-coefficient method of phase determination, the 
modulo 2tt problem does not exist. Regardless of how low the signal-to-
noise ratio is, the Fourier-coefficient method extracts whatever phase 
information is available. The two phase-determination methods should 
be nearly equivalent for large signal-to-noise ratios. However, it 
appears that the Fourier-coefficient method is better for low signal-to-
noise ratios. 
D. Simulation 
How much better is one method than the other? A computer program 
was used to simulate a zero-crossing type receiver and a Fourier-coefficient 
type receiver. The program generated signal plus noise similar to the 
signal and noise theoretically expected. The same signal plus noise was 
processed by both the zero-crossing and the Fourier-coefficient phase 
determination methods. The details of the simulation and the results will 
now be presented. 
A signal frequency of 10 kHz and a sampling rate of 1 MHz were 
chosen for the simulation. Sampling the 10 kHz signal at a 1 MHz sampling 
rate results in exactly 100 samples per signal cycle. Narrowband noise 
was added to the signal after scaling the noise to get the desired signal-
to-noise ratio. The resulting noisy signal was processed by both phase 
determination methods. 
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Random numbers with zero mean, unity variance, and a Gaussian ampli­
tude distribution were generated by calling a subroutine in the ISU Compu­
tation Center Library. These random numbers were filtered to obtain 
simulated samples of the output of a lowpass filter with white noise used 
for the input- Whalen gives a formula that was used to generate narrow­
band noise (11). The formula is 
where n(t) is the noise, (O is the center frequency, and x(t) and y(t) are 
low frequency noise functions. A discrete version of equation (4-.1) 
was used to generate samples of narrowband noise. 
The low frequency noise functions x(t) and y(t) were obtained by 
assuming that independent white noise sources with unity spectral density 
were used as the input to first-order lowpass filters. The cutoff fre­
quency was selected as 100 Hz. Figure 5 illustrates the low frequency 
noise source for x(t) where the input is white noise W(t). To obtain the 
ICQ Hz cutoff frequency, 1/(RC) is set equal to 200Tr. 
n(t) = x(t) cos ojt - y(t) sin ojt (4.1) 
O AA/VW -o 
R 
W(t) C x(t) 
O o 
Figure 5. Low frequency noise generator 
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A discrete equivalent to this lowpass filter is needed for the dig­
ital simulation. The equation relating the output x(t) to the input 
W(t) at time t is 
t t 
x(t) = e ^^ x(0) + ^^ W(t)dt. (4.2) 
The discrete form of equation (4.2) for the 1 MHz sampling rate is 
-  ^ 1 ftk+io'G 
x(t^ ^^ ) = e x(t^ ) + e .. W(t)dt. (4.3) 
k 
Specifying the spectral density of W(t) as unity, the mean-square value 
of x(t^ ^^ ) due to the input W(t) can be computed using methods given in 
Cooper and McGillem (6). The mean-square value of x(t^ ^^ ) due to W(t) is 
0.394536. Multiplying Gaussian random numbers with zero mean and unity 
variance by the square-root of 0.394536 gives Gaussian random numbers with 
a mean-square value of 0.394536. Therefore, a discrete equivalent to 
equation (4.2) for a time step of 1 microsecond is 
x^ ^^  = 0.999372Xj^ + 0.628121%^ (4.4) 
10-G 
RC 
where 0.999372 is equal to e , 0.628121 is the square-root of 
0.394536, and is a sequence of Gaussian random numbers with zero mean 
and unity variance. 
From Cooper and McGillem (6), the mean-square value of the filter 
output is 
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"T 0^ 
X - 2^  (4.5) 
where is the spectral density. For equal to 1, the mean-square 
value is equal to lOOir. The root-mean-square (RMS) value is about 17.72. 
After samples of low frequency noise were obtained for x(k) and 
y(k) using equation (4.4), the noise samples were filtered again by a 
lowpass filter with a 150 Hz cutoff frequency. These noise samples 
along with a discrete version of equation (4.1) were used to generate 
narrowband noise. The narrowband noise samples were again filtered using 
a bandpass filter with a passband of 200 Hz. The three stages of filtering 
provide a high attenuation rate outside the frequency range of interest. 
A diagram of the analog version of the narrowband noise generator is shown 
in Figure 6. 
Since the simulation was run on a digital computer, a discrete equiv­
alent to the narrowband noise generator shown in Figure 5 was used. The 
sampled output of the narrowband noise generator corresponds to samples 
of white noise with unity spectral density after being passed through 
three stages of bandpass filters. 
The noise was scaled during the simulation to give the desired 
signal-to-noise ratio and then added to the signal. The signal was a 
cosine waveform with a 35 degree positive phase shift. 
The zero-crossing method used linear interpolation to determine the 
time of the zero crossing because the signal and noise were discretized to 
give 100 samples per signal cycle. With the phase shift of 36 degrees 
added to the cosine signal, the positive going zero crossing occurs at 
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Figure 6. Narrowband noise generator 
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234 degrees. This 234 degree angle is approximately 2/3 of 2Tr radians 
and should be a reasonable phase at which to simulate the zero-crossing 
method with the modulo 2tt problem. 
The signal plus noise was sampled once every 99 samples to give an 
aliased signal with 100 samples per cycle. This sampling rate is about 
half the Nyquist rate and corresponds with the sampling rate used in this 
project. A third phase measurement was computed using the Fourier-co­
efficient method and all the points generated in the simulation. This 
corresponds to a sampling rate 50 times larger than the Nyquist rate. 
Computing phase measurements using this high sampling rate provides a 
check on the accuracy of phase determination using a minimal sampling 
frequency. 
The signal and noise levels were scaled to give signal-to-noise 
ratios similar to the theoretically predicted ratios. A signal level A of 
2 100 uV/m and a noise spectral density of 5 (yV/m) /rad/sec were given 
in Chapter 2 as a typical signal level and an optimistic noise level. 
The signal and noise levels used in the simulation correspond to the 
typical signal level of 100 yV/m and noise levels of 100, 25, and 6.25 
(yV/m) /rad/sec. The lowest noise level is close to the optimistic value 
given in Chapter 2. The higher noise levels correspond to more pessimistic 
noise values. A phase measurement was computed using each phase deter­
mination method for the signal plus the same noise scaled to the three 
different levels. 
Constant phase angles were added or subtracted from the computed 
phase angles so that the resulting measurement would equal zero degrees in 
the absence of noise. A listing of the computer program is given in 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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II. Phase determination using different techniques 
Phase measurements in degrees 
Zero-crossing Fourier-coefficient Method 
Method Low sampling High sampling 
Nq Rate Rate 
ICQ -15.951 2.329 1.926 
25 -0.114 1.208 0.984 
6.25 0.735 0.615 0.497 
100 -13.335 5.154 5.729 
25 -2.099 2.464 2.751 
6.25 0.869 1.205 1.348 
100 -33.995 -14.557 -15.433 
25 -15.475 -7.045 -7.478 
6.25 -4.066 -3.453 -3.665 
100 -22.672 -11.587 -11.654 
25 -8.100 -5.910 -5.946 
6.25 -2.855 -2.977 -2.996 
100 -14.395 -8.024 -8.489 
25 -5.615 -4.222 -4.472 
6.25 -2.402 -2.165 -2.294 
100 -18.724 -1.799 -2.190 
25 -1.307 -0.851 -1.022 
C OS 
-0.495 
100 -9.661 19.049 19.835 
25 4.479 9.520 9.961 
6.25 4.830 4.726 4.954 
100 -30.578 3.424 4.184 
25 -6.097 1.459 1.778 
6.25 0.767 0.679 0.827 
100 -28.391 -7.789 -7.157 
25 -7.593 -3.998 -3.643 
6.25 -2.211 -2.024 -1.837 
100 -9.795 -3.697 -3.697 
25 -2.184 -1.920 -1.932 
6.25 -1.158 -0.979 -0.988 
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Appendix A. The simulation results for the different noise levels are 
shown in Table II. 
Table III shows a summary of the simulation results given in Table 
II. The mean, standard deviation, and RMS values for the ten simulation 
runs are given. 
A constant phase angle of 237.6 degrees was subtracted from the phase 
measurement obtained using the zero-crossing phase determination method 
so that the resulting angle would be zero degrees in the absence of noise. 
Table III. Summary of simulation results 
Phase of 10 simulations in degrees 
Zero-crossing Fourier-coefficient method 
Method Low sampling High sampling 
Result N- Rate Rate 0 
Mean 100 -19.750 -1.750 -1.695 
25 -4.410 -0.930 -0.902 
6.25 -0.605 -0.479 -0.465 
Standard 100 8.752 9.798 10.190 
Deviation 25 5.456 4.881 5.078 
6.25 2.550 2.427 2.525 
RMS 100 21.424 9.459 9.814 
25 6.800 4.723 4.901 
6.25 2.494 2.352 2.440 
The 237.5 degree phase angle corresponds to the 234- degree phase of the 
zero crossing plus a 3.6 degree offset introduced by the zero-crossing 
phase computation part of the program. Because of the modulo 2Tr effect, 
the expected phase angle with no signal present is 180 minus 234 or -54 
degrees. From Tables II and III it appears that the modulo 2iT effect is 
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significant for the largest noise level and insignificant for the smallest 
noise level. The mean values given in Table III would all be zero if no 
noise were present. The error introduced by the modulo 2TT effect can 
be approximated by taking the difference between the mean values of the 
zero-crossing and the Fourier-coefficient phase determination methods. 
The difference is about -18, -3.5, and -0.1 degrees for the largest to 
the smallest noise levels. 
The Fourier-coefficient method gives better phase estimates as theory 
indicates that it should. The modulo 2IT effect affects the phase measure­
ments significantly for large noise levels. For small noise levels the 
two methods give similar results with the Fourier-coefficient method 
giving slightly better phase estimates. 
A comparison of the high and low sampling rate phase measurements 
using the Fourier-coefficient method shows little difference. Evidently 
by chance, the results look slightly better for the lower sampling rate. 
The simulation results verify that a relatively low sampling rate is 
adequate. 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Digital Phase Receiver 
There appear to be many advantages of using a microcomputer for 
phase determination. The data processing versatility of microcomputers 
enables users to program the microcomputers to meet the needs of a par­
ticular application. In this application, the microcomputer can con­
trol when to start sampling each signal, compute the Fourier coefficients, 
and store the results. 
Using a microcomputer enables phase determination using the Fourier-
coefficient method. This method was shown to give a best fit in the 
sense that a signal with unknown phase and amplitude is matched with the 
received signal so that the mean-square difference is minimized. 
Another advantage of using a digital receiver is that most of the 
processing is done internally to the computer using software. The only 
external hardware needed is for interfacing with the computer and for 
signal conditioning. External timing signals must be generated to con­
trol when to start sampling and to control the sampling frequency. The 
signal requires a modest amount of filtering and amplification so that 
there are a sufficient number of bits of signal in the quantized analog-
to-digital conversion result. 
B. Signal Conditioning 
The signal had to be filtered and amplified before it could be 
sampled and digitized by the microcomputer. Amplification was necessary 
because the 12-bit analog-to-digital converter used in this project was 
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configured to have an input range of -10 to +10 volts. Bits of signal 
information would be lost unnecessarily if the signal input was not 
scaled to use most of this range. Filtering was needed to attenuate the 
noise outside the frequency band of interest. If more noise was allowed 
to pass through the filter, more signal information would be lost due 
to quantization since the scaling would have to allow for the increase in 
the noise level. 
The signals were received by a 2.6 meter whip antenna with a preamp 
located on the roof of Coover Hall. A set of four active filters was 
used in an attempt to filter most of the noise while passing the desired 
signal information. Each bandpass filter had a center frequency approx­
imately half way between 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz. Figure 7 shows a diagram 
of the signal conditioning including the gain and bandwidth of each filter 
stage. 
The measured overall response of all four stages gave a center fre­
quency of approximately 11.15 kHz, a gain of 120, and upper and lower 3 
db frequencies of 11.40 and 10.95 kHz respectively. An amplifier with a 
gain of 18.7 was used to scale the filter output to the best range for 
analog-to-digital conversion. 
The operational amplifier used in the first filter stage was a 
LM741. LM318's, higher performance operational amplifiers, were used in 
the remaining filter stages and for the amplifier stage. 
The amplification used in the signal conditioning was adjusted by 
visual inspection to give an average peak signal level of approximately 2 
to 3 volts. However, due to impulse type characteristics in the atmos­
pheric noise, the output of the amplifier saturated at -12 and +12 volts 
Antenna 
To Microcomputer 
Antenna Preamp 
Amplifier 
Gain = 18.7 
Bandpass Filter 
Gain = 7.6 
Bandwidth = 1.6 kHz 
Bandpass Filter 
Gain = 1.7 
Bandwidth = 1.6 kHz 
Bandpass Filter 
Gain = 5.6 
Bandwidth = 6.8 kHz 
Bandpass Filter 
Gain = 1.8 
Bandwidth = 0.52 kHz 
Figure 7. Signal Conditioning 
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part of the time. This saturation could have been avoided by decreasing 
the amplifier gain. Decreasing the gain would have decreased the signal 
level along with the noise and would have caused larger quantization 
errors. Therefore, the average peak signal level was adjusted to about 
2 to 3 volts to give a reasonable quantization level and saturation was 
permitted to occur when the noise level became large relative to the 
average signal level. 
C. Timing 
The stability of the sampling frequency affects the stability of 
the computed group delay. Brown (13) showed that a drift in the sampling 
time results in an equal amount of drift in the computed group delay. 
Since a drift in the sampling time results in a nearly equal phase shift 
in both the 11.05 and the 11 1/3 kHz signals, there is not an increase in 
the calculated group delay by a factor of 40 as there is for a random phase 
measurement error in either channel. 
An Efratom model FRT rubidium frequency standard and a Tracor model 
599K VLF receiver were used to generate the 11.2 kHz sampling frequency. 
The 0.1 MHz output from the frequency reference was divided down to 11.2 
kHz by the Tracor receiver. It was discovered that the phase of the 11.2 
kHz signal was locked to the phase of the signal that the Tracor was 
tracking instead of being locked to the phase of the 0.1 MHz input from 
the frequency reference. Thus, the Tracor receiver had to be set in a mode 
so that it was unable to track any frequency in order to generate the 
11.2 kHz sampling frequency. The result in the sampling frequency was an 
approximately linear drift of about 110 microseconds per day due to the 
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linear drift of the Tracor receiver. The rubidium frequency reference 
also drifted about 8 microseconds per day. The result of the Tracor and 
the rubidium frequency reference drift was a net drift in the sampling 
frequency of around 120 microseconds per day. 
The drift of about 120 microseconds per day in the sampling frequency 
resulted in a corresponding drift of the same amount in the computed 
group delay. The effect of this approximately linear drift was sub­
tracted out by assuming a linear drift and subtracting the linear drift 
from the group delay and the phase angles. 
The sampling of each signal must be started at exactly the same 
time from data frame to data frame. A data frame is the 10 second 
period of time as shown in Figure 1 during which the signal information 
of interest is transmitted. The time at which the sampling is started is 
critical because the phase is determined with respect to the starting 
time. The information of interest occurs during time segment E (11 1/3 kHz) 
and time segment H (11.05 kHz). The Tracor model 543 gating unit is 
used with the Tracor receiver to control the receiver so that it only 
tracks a signal when the correct signal is present. The gating unit 
generates pulses that enable each of the eight time segments shown in 
Figure 1 at the proper time. The pulses from the Tracor gating unit 
that enable time segments E and H were used to control the beginning of 
the sampling for the 11 1/3 amd 11.05 kHz signals respectively. A dia­
gram of the timing control is shown in Figure 8. 
The gating unit signals and the sampling frequency signal both 
drifted the same amount of time as the Tracor receiver drifted. Since the 
two signals drifted together, the sampling was started at the same time 
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Figure 8. Timing control signals 
from one data frame to the next. 
The 11.2 kHz sampling signal continuously triggered analog-to-
digital conversions. The gating unit control signals enabled the micro­
computer to start processing the analog-to-digital conversion results 
at the proper time. 
D. Computer System 
The microcomputer used as a digital VLF phase receiver in this proj­
ect was an Intel System 80. The system consisted of an Intel SBC 80/20 
processor board, an Analog Devices data acquisition board, an Intel disk 
drive, 20k bytes of random access memory, and a Hewlett-Packard terminal. 
The operating system that was used to control the terminal, disk drive. 
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and the file manipulation was CP/M. 
The data acquisition board used to collect data was an Analog Devices 
RTI-1200 board. The analog-to-digital converter provides 12 bits of 
resolution in a maximum conversion time of 25 microseconds. The board 
was configurated to provide the converstion results in 2's complement form. 
The input voltage range was configurated for inputs from -10 to +10 volts. 
Recall that in the signal conditioning, the peak magnitude of the signal 
was adjusted to approximately 2 to 3 volts on the average. If the peak 
signal voltage was 2.5 volts, 2 bits of resolution would not be used in 
the conversion process. The 10 remaining bits would provide a signal 
resolution of 1 part in 1028. 
The microcomputer needed to process one sample in about 89 micro­
seconds to satisfy the 11.2 kHz sampling rate. Each sample had to be 
added to the corresponding samples of the previous cycles. The micro­
computer had to stop sampling when the desired number of samples had been 
processed. After writing a subroutine to process the samples, it was 
discovered that each memory fetch triggered a microprocessor wait state 
which reduced the subroutine execution speed. The subroutine did not proc­
ess the information at the 11.2 kHz sampling rate. In order to process 
the information at the required rate, the subroutine that did the sampling 
was placed in memory which resided on the SBC 80/20 processor board. The 
memory on the processor board did not require wait states and enabled the 
microcomputer to process the information at the 11.2 kHz rate. 
The information of interest is transmitted every ten seconds with a 
duration of 1.0 seconds for the 11.05 kHz signal and 1.1 seconds for the 
11 1/3 kHz signal. See Figure 1 for the exact transmission time within a 
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data frame. The observation time was chosen to be 0.6 seconds. About 
0.2 seconds worth of information was ignored at both the beginning and 
the end of the signal. This allowed room for small errors in the synchro­
nization of the gating unit with the transmitted signals and also elimi­
nated the transient response at either end of the signal. 
By using the timing information from the Tracor gating unit, the micro­
computer was programmed to start processing samples at exactly the same 
time from one data frame to the next. The periodic cycles of the aliased 
signals of each frequency were added during each data frame and the 
Fourier coefficients were computed. The Fourier coefficients of the two 
signals of interest were stored on the computer disk for each ten-second 
data frame. In this way, one phase measurement for each of the 11.05 and 
11 1/3 kHz Hawaii signals was recorded every ten seconds. 
A block diagram of the data collection system is shown in Figure 9. 
Pictures of the data collection equipment are shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
A Beehive terminal, pictured in Figure 10, was used temporarily instead of 
the Hewlett-Packard terminal. The terminal and the computer are located 
on the left-hand side of the picture. The receiver and gating unit are 
located on the right-hand side of the picture in Figure 10. A Hewlett-
Packard frequency synthesizer can also be seen in the upper right-hand 
corner. The use of the frequency synthesizer will be discussed in 
Chapter 6. The Efratom frequency standard is pictured in the upper left-
hand corner of the picture in Figure 11. The strip-chart shown in the 
lower right-hand corner recorded the phase tracked by the Tracor receiver. 
When the receiver was used to generate the 11.2 kHz sampling frequency, 
the linear drift of the sampling frequency was recorded on the strip-chart. 
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The program was written to process and store 24 hours worth of infor­
mation at a time. The microcomputer program used to collect the phase 
information is listed in Appendix B. This information was transferred 
by disk to the ISU Computation Center where it was processed further and 
the information was stored on magnetic tape. A printed listing of the 
phase and group delay information was also produced. A statistical 
analysis was performed and plots were generated by reading the data 
back off of the magnetic tape. 
When the phase data were processed at the Computation center, the phase 
measurements and the group delay for each data frame were computed and 
stored on tape. The drift in the phase and the group delay due to the 
drift in the sampling frequency was subtracted out. The average phase 
measurement over nine data frames was computed by adding the Fourier 
coefficients over nine data frames. This corresponds to taking a phase 
measurement where the signal observation time is nine times as long as it 
is for a single-frame phase measurement. The signal observation time 
would be 5.4 seconds for the 90 second period of the nine-frame average. 
The program that processed the phase data from the disk after it had been 
read into a file is listed in Appendix C. 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Group Delay Stability for Hawaii to Ames 
Transmission Path 
The phase measurement data were processed in 24-hour blocks and the 
group delay was computed by using equation (1.5). The mean value and 
the sample standard deviation of the group delay for both the single-
frame measurements and the nine-frame average measurements were computed. 
Plots of the phase and group advance were generated at the Computation 
Center. 
Ten days of Hawaii phase data were collected during February of 
1980. After generating plots and analyzing the data, an error in the 
data acquisition system was discovered. 
Although some of the data were invalid, most of the data were valid. 
The average sample standard deviation of the group delay over a six-hour 
daylight timespan was found to be about 36 and 12 microseconds for the 
single-frame and the nine-frame average calculations respectively. 
Recall from Chapter 2 that the standard deviation of the group delay 
due to atmospheric noise is expected to be in the range of 33 to 104 
microseconds for the single-frame calculations and in the range of 11 to 
35 microseconds for the nine-frame average calculations. The lower 
values correspond to an optimistic noise level and the higher values 
correspond to a pessimistic noise level. The results of the February 
data correspond closely to the optimistic noise level assumption. 
After correcting the problem, ten more days of phase measurements 
were taken from May 15 through June 25, 1980. A plot of the phase 
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advance of the two signals for May 15, a typical day, is shown in Figure 
12. A plot of the group advance for May 15 is shown in Figure 13. A 
plot of both the phase advance and group advance for May 15 is shown in 
Figure 14. Plots of phase and group advance were generated instead of 
phase and group delay to conform with phase plots generated by the Tracor 
receiver. All the plots were generated using the nine-frame average 
measurements. Plots of the phase and group advance for all ten days are 
shown in Figures 19 through 28 in Appendix D. 
The sample standard deviation of the group delay a for the six-hour 
daylight portion of the data from 1700 to 2300 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 
and of the whole 24-hour period is shown in Table IV. A six-hour night­
time period could not be considered because of the shortness of the total 
darkness transmission path due to the season. 
Note that although the timing problem has been corrected and the 
group delay drift has been compensated for, the sample standard deviation 
of the group delay is larger than it was for the data taken in February 
by a factor of about 2.7. The results shown in Table IV correspond closely 
to the results expected with the pessimistic noise assumption. 
A possible explanation for the apparent increase in the noise level 
from February to May and June is that the increase is due to the season. 
Watt (15) states that atmospheric noise in the VLF range is caused pri­
marily by lightning. He also gives charts that show the expected noise 
level at 10 kHz for various locations and various times of the season. 
The charts predict an increase in the noise level by about 7 db from 
February to May and June. The observed increase in the standard devia­
tion of the group delay from February to May and June is about 8 db. 
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Table IV. Sample standard deviation of the group delay 
Date Daytime (1700 to 2300 GMT) 24 hour period 
Single-frame Nine-frame Single-frame Nine-frame 
average average 
a (usee) o (ysec) a (ysec) a (ysec) 
5/15 94.7 33.0 86.7 47.0 
5/17 61.6 20.0 71.3 41.2 
5/18 81.2 25.1 108.2 50.1 
5/22 97.8 30.8 76.0 37.7 
5/23 86.0 27.7 73.9 42.6 
6/19 167.7 51.3 136.5 50.3 
6/21 90.4 28.9 106.6 53.3 
6/23 113.4 34.0 126.1 55.3 
6/24 93.0 33.3 76.4 42.0 
6/25 95.9 34.6 105.2 49.0 
Average 
over all 98.2 31.9 96.7 46.9 
10 days 
This corresponds closely to the 7 db increase in the group delay that 
would result from the predicted increase in the noise level. 
Because of the large fluctuation of the group delay due to atmos­
pheric noise, the stability of the group delay over short periods of 
time is difficult to determine. Notice that for the six-hour daylight 
period where the average group delay measurement is essentially constant, 
increasing the observation time by a factor of nine results in a reduc­
tion of the sample standard deviation by a factor of approximately three. 
Recall that this is the result expected for the standard deviation of 
the group delay due to noise when the observation time is increased by 
a factor of nine. 
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It appears that the short term fluctuation in the group delay is due 
primarily to atmospheric noise. The measured fluctuation is between the 
values predicted for optimistic and pessimistic noise levels. The change 
in the group delay over short periods of time appears to be neglible in 
comparison to the group delay fluctuation due to atmospheric noise. 
The long term stability of the group delay was investigated by com­
puting the mean value of the group delay in one-hour blocks. The mean 
value of the group delay over a whole day was then subtracted from the 
one-hour mean values so that the average mean was zero. After doing this 
for all ten days, the mean and the standard deviation of the one-hour 
averages was computed over all ten days. The standard deviation and the 
mean of the one-hour average group advance measurements over the ten 
day period are shown in Table V and a plot of the mean values is given 
in Figure 15. Group advance was used instead of group delay so that the 
plot in Figure 15 would correspond to the other plots of group advance. 
The group advance plot in Figure 15 is an average of all the Hawaii group 
advance plots in Appendix D. 
As can be seen from Table V, the standard deviation of the one-hour 
average group advance measurements over ten days is about 12 microseconds 
except for the hours from 6 through 10 GMT. These five hours correspond 
to the end of the day to night transition period, the time when the trans­
ition path is in total darkness, and the beginning of the night to day 
transition period. For the two nighttime hours from 8 to 10 GMT, the 
standard deviation of the average group advance is around 27 microseconds. 
Neglecting the five nighttime hours, the standard deviation of the average 
group advance from day to day is about 12 microseconds. 
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Table V. Long term group advance stability over ten days 
Hour Average Standard deviation 
(GMT) (microseconds) (microseconds) 
17 -15.79 13.09 
18 -13.69 12.65 
19 -15.16 12.80 
20 -16.94 13.23 
21 -14.50 8.66 
22 -7.65 11.01 
23 -4.25 13.83 
0 6.49 8.54 
1 11.58 14.43 
2 22.01 13.01 
3 34.44 15.48 
4 25.09 11.73 
5 64.18 11.09 
6 41.67 52.08 
7 -16.45 46.39 
8 -60.97 29.09 
9 -64.59 25.41 
10 8.22 20.98 
11 20.64 9.30 
12 11.89 12.48 
13 -3.19 15.72 
14 -2.22 6.52 
15 -5.40 8.86 
16 -4.98 9.57 
The Hawaii group advance plots in Appendix D all show a rapid change 
in the group advance at the end of the transition from day to night and 
at the beginning of the night to day transition. The group advance is 
relatively constant for the all day or all night transmission path. The 
group delay changes slowly during the transition periods except for the 
rapid change at the end of the day to night transition period and the 
beginning of the night to day transition period. 
The change in the group advance from daytime to nighttime was first 
measured by visually estimating the difference from the group advance 
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Figure 15. Average group advance over ten days 
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plots. The change in the group advance was then computed by using the 
mean value of six hours of daylight group advance from 1700 to 2300 GMT 
and two hours of nighttime group advance from 800 to 1000 GMT. Table 
VI shows the measured change in the group advance from day to night for 
each day. The group advance decreased by an average of 50 microseconds 
from day to night. 
TABLE VI. Change in group advance from day to night 
Date Visual measurement 
in microseconds 
Computed measurement 
in microseconds 
5/15 -76 -83. ,4 
5/17 -60 -62. ,4 
5/18 -48 -47. ,3 
5/22 -56 -51. ,9 
5/23 -60 -57. ,6 
6/19 -15 -12. ,8 
6/21 24 34. 3 
6/23 -70 -70. 0 
6/24 -80 -76. 2 
6/25 -56 -60, .9 
Average over 
all ten days 49.7 48, .8 
The decrease in the group advance from day to night' is the opposite 
of what theory predicts. Figure 16 shows a plot of the relative group 
velocities as a function of frequency for several values of ionospheric 
height (16). As the ionospheric height increases, as it does from day to 
night, the group velocity for signals in the 11.2 kHz range should in­
crease. An increase in the group velocity will cause an increase in the 
group advance. Theoretically as the height of the ionosphere increases, 
the phase advance should decrease and the group advance should increase. 
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Plots shown in Figures 12 through 15 and in Appendix D show that as 
the phase advance decreases the group advance increases as predicted except 
during the all nighttime transmission path. The group advance decreases 
about 50 microseconds past its daytime value during the all nighttime 
period. 
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A possible explanation for the decrease in the group advance is 
that it might be the result of multi-moding. This unexpected nighttime 
decrease in the group advance may be due to the effect of higher order 
waveguide modes superimposed on the dominant mode during the all night­
time transmission time period. Multi-moding is more likely to occur 
during the nighttime (3). Although it does not appear to affect the 
phase advance significantly, the group advance changes substantially 
from the expected group advance for the nighttime transmission period. 
It should be noted that the unexpected change in the group advance is 
reasonably consistent from one day to the next. 
B. Group Delay Stability for Argentina 
to Ames Transmission Path 
After investigating the group delay over the path from Hawaii to 
Ames, the group delay over a path from Argentina to Ames was also examined. 
The only change that had to be made in order to track the phase of the 
11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz Argentina Omega signals was to use different gating 
unit control signals to control when to start processing samples. By 
changing the 11.05 kHz microcomputer control line to segment C on the 
Tracor gating unit and the 11 1/3 kHz control line to segment H, the 
digital receiver was used to obtain phase measurements of the Argentina 
Omega signals. 
Eight days worth of Argentina phase data were collected during 
March, 1980. The transmission path from Argentina to Ames is very long. 
Because of the long path length, the signal to noise level is relatively 
low and the phase data had a larger variance than the Hawaii phase data. 
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Although the daytime phase data behaved reasonably, the nighttime 
phase data did not consistently appear to behave as expected. The 
nighttime phase data frequently showed large phase variations that resulted 
in very large group delay variations. The probable cause of the increased 
phase variation is the increased effect of multi-moding during the night­
time. 
Because of the large phase variations during the nighttime, the 
group delay stability was only investigated during the daytime hours. 
The average sample standard deviation of the nine-frame average group 
delay measurements for the Argentina data was about 87 microseconds. 
Plots of the nine-frame average phase measurements and of the computed 
group delay were generated. Typical plots of the daytime phase advance 
and group advance are shown in Figures 17 and 18 respectively. Daytime 
phase and group advance plots for the remaining seven days of Argentina 
data are shown in Figures 29 through 42 in Appendix D. 
C- Observation on SID's 
A Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance (SID) is caused by a burst of x-ray 
radiation from the sun. A SID causes the height of the ionosphere to de­
crease and causes a relatively fast advance in the phase followed in a 
gradual decay. Numerous SID's are found in the plots in Appendix D and 
in Figure 12. When a SID occurs the phase advances rapidly and the peak 
phase advance occurs within about 7 to 9 minutes. The phase advance then 
starts to decay back to its normal value. The decay takes approximately 
60 minutes. 
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By using a Hewlett-Packard model 3325A frequency synthesizer which was 
loaned to the University for a short period of time, the Tracor receiver 
and the digital receiver were used to track Hawaii simultaneously. The 
Tracor receiver tracked the 11.05 kHz signal while the digital receiver 
tracked both the 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz signals. A comparison of the plots 
of the 11.05 kHz signal phase advance recorded by each receiver shows that 
the phase advance caused by a SID is generally larger on the digital record­
ing than it is on the Tracor analog recording. Visual measurements of the 
magnitude of the phase advance due to SID's are shown in Table VII. 
The recorded phase advance is about 17 percent larger on the average 
for the digital receiver than for the Tracor analog receiver. Recall 
from Chapter 3 that analog receivers typically use phase tracking tech­
niques that use long time constants to track the signal- With a long time 
Table VII. Comparison of phase advance due to SID's for 
different receivers 
Peak phase advance due to SID's in microseconds 
Date Tracor receiver Digital receiver 
Feb 4 
Feb 5 
Feb 5 
Feb 5 
Feb 5 
Feb 6 
Feb 9 
Feb 10 
19 
30 
11 
5 
11 
24 
4 
9 
21 
39 
14 
6.5 
13.5 
25 
4.5 
9 
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constant, the receiver may not keep up with the rapid phase advance. 
The phase advance may already be decaying by the time the analog receiver 
phase catches up to the actual phase. Since the digital receiver does 
not use a time constant, it would not have the problem encountered with 
the analog receiver. 
If the magnitude of the phase advance caused by a SID is measured 
using an analog receiver, then the actual phase advance may be more 
than the measured phase advance. In the case of the Tracor receiver, 
it appears that the magnitude of the peak phase advance is about 17 
percent larger than the recorded phase advance. 
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VII. SPECULATIVE ALL-DIGITAL PHASE 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
Some of the advantages of a digital phase measurement system using 
the Fourier coefficient method of phase determination were discussed in 
Chapter 4. Another advantage of taking phase measurements using this 
digital technique is that one digital receiver could easily track a 
large number of signals at the same time. To process different fre­
quencies, the digital receiver simply manipulates the sampled numbers 
differently to extract the desired phase information. 
With the advancement of technology, microcomputers are becoming 
more powerful. The wordlength is increasing from 8 to 16 bits, the exe­
cution speed is increasing, and the data processing capabilities are 
increasing. With more powerful microcomputers, it becomes easier to build 
a digital phase receiver. Using a modern 16-bit microcomputer, it should 
be possible to track the phase of up to eight signals of different fre­
quencies and from different stations. Depending on the sampling rate, 
and the method used to store the information, an 8-bit microcomputer may 
also be able to track up to eight stations. 
Signals at each frequency of interest would probably require indi­
vidual narrowband filters. The narrowband filter eliminates a large 
amount of the noise so that a reasonable signal quantization level is 
obtained. Separate filters for each signal frequency could limit the 
microcomputer to processing one phase measurement per time segment. 
There are eight time segments for the ten second data frame which means 
that eight signals could be tracked by tracking one signal per time 
segment. 
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The possible limitation of one signal per time segment is a result of 
limited computer processing capabilities. More than one signal per time 
segment could be tracked by using a microcomputer with a sufficient 
processing capability. 
Considering the cost, accuracy, signal tracking capability, and 
equipment complexity, an all digital phase tracking receiver appears to 
have advantages over analog receivers in each of these areas. The micro­
computer used in this project is an example of a digital phase receiver 
that successfully tracked two Omega frequencies using the same processor. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
A digital VLF phase receiver was implemented using a microcomputer 
in this project. An optimal phase measurement technique using a Fourier 
series method of phase determination was used to measure the phase of 
the 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz Omega signals that are transmitted from Hawaii. 
The group delay stability in the 11.2 kHz frequency range over the path 
from Hawaii to Ames, Iowa was investigated by using the 11.05 and 11 1/3 
kHz phase measurements. 
The variance of the group delay measurements was found to be in the 
range that was predicted for the variance due to expected levels of 
atmospheric noise. Atmospheric noise appears to be the predominant source 
of short-term group delay error. Note that averaging over nine data 
frames reduces the standard deviation of the group delay by a factor of 
about three. This is what one would expect if the group delay errors were 
uncorrelated from data frame to data frame. 
In the long term analysis, the group delay is reasonably predictable. 
The group delay is periodic with a 24 hour period. The standard deviation 
of the average group delay from day to day is about 12 microseconds except 
for time near when the total transmission path is in darkness. When the 
total transmission path is in or near total darkness, the standard devia­
tion of the average group delay is 20 microseconds or larger depending on 
the time. 
The average day to night change in the group advance was -50 micro­
seconds. This change was not predicted theoretically. This unexpected 
group delay for the all nighttime transmission path might have resulted 
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from an increased effect of higher-order transmission modes during the 
total darkness time period. 
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APPENDIX A: PHASE DETERMINATION 
SIMULATION PROGRAM 
ANGSIM: 
DCL 
DCL 
DCL 
DCL 
DCL 
PROCEDURE OPT IONS(MAIN); 
GGNML ENTRY(FLOAT OEC(16),FIXED BIN(31,0)«{•) FLOAT DEC(6)) 
OPTIONS(FORTRAN.INTER); 
DSEED /* DOUBLE PRECISION RANDOM NUMBER SEED 
FLOAT 0ECtl6)î 
FIXED 
(R(9900)f 
Q(9900), 
GAIN(3)) 
FLOAT 
8IN(31,0); 
/* RANDOM 
/* 
/* 
DEC; 
RANDOM 
NUNBER 
NUMBER 
ARRAY 
ARRAY 
GAIN FACTOR RELATING OUTPUT NOISE TO X2 
•/ 
N, /• NUMBER OF RANDOM NUMBERS TO GENERATE */ 
G * /• GAIN COUNTER •/ 
NUM, /• COUNTER */ 
J, / *  COUNTER */ 
K, /• COUNTER */ 
L 0 /• COUNTER */ 
M , /* COUNTER •/ 
FC, /* COUNTER */ 
I ) /* LOOP COUNTER */ 
»/ 
*/ 
*/ 
{SN(IOO) , /* SINE WAVEFORM */ 
CN(100) * /* COSINE WAVEFORM */ 
S(100) , /• SIGNAL */ 
AS(100, 3), /* ALIASED SIGNAL PLUS NOISE »/ 
ISdOO, 3), /* IDEAL SIGNAL (UNALIASEO) PLUS NOISE */ 
NOISE, /* NARROWBAND NOISE */ 
XI, /* STATE VARIABLE */ 
X2. /* STATE VARIABLE */ 
Yl, /* STATE VARIABLE */ 
Y2, /• STATE VARIABLE */ 
XA, /* STATE OF BANDPASS FILTER */ 
XB, /* STATE OF BANDPASS FILTER •/ 
TXA, /* TEMP XA •/ 
Bl, / *  STATE COEFF. •/ 
B2, /* STATE COEFF. •/ 
All, /* STATE COEFF. */ 
Ol 
CO 
A12* 
A21, 
A22, 
A, 
BT 
I A, 
IB, 
FCP(3). 
IFCP(3), 
ZCP(3). 
ZCC(3). 
CM(3), 
LM(3)) 
/* STATE COEFF. 
/* STATE COEFF. 
/» STATE COEFF. 
/* FOURIER COEFFICIENT 
/* FOURIER COEFFICIENT 
/* FOURIER COEFFICIENT 
/* FOURIER COEFFICIENT 
/* FOURIER COEFFICIENT PHASE 
/* FOURIER COEFFICIENT PHASE 
/* ZERO CROSSING PHASE 
/• ZERO CROSSING COUNTER 
/* CURRENT MEASUREMENT 
/*: LAST MEASUREMENT 
FLOAT DEC(16) 
/» INITIALIZE 
DSEED = 11163117353; 
XI = -19.3671; 
X2 = 3.7985848; 
Y1 = -8.4645105; 
Y2 = -13.973142; 
XA = -.000000072; 
XB = -.005228833; 
GAINd) = .1 ; /* GAIN = RATIO OF NOISE NO TO SIGNAL AMP 
GAIN{2) = .05; /* GAIN = RATIO OF NOISE NO TO SIGNAL AMP 
GAIN(3) = .025; /• GAIN = RATIO OF NOISE NO TO SIGNAL AMP 
LM = i.o; 
N = 9900; /X NUMBER OF RANDOM NUMBERS TO GENERATE 
/• INITIALIZE COEFFICIENTS 
81 = 4.996272E-13; 
B2 = 9.9872E-7; 
All = .9980275503; 
A12 = 9.987178275E-7; 
A21 = -3942.77994; 
A22 = .996779153; 
00 I = 1 TO loo; 
GET LIST(CN(I) )l: 
END; 
/* GENERATE SIGNAL AND SINE WAVE. SIG 
K = 1 I ; 
L - 76; 
00 I = 1 TO lOo; 
SN(I) = CN(L); 
L = L + i; 
IF L = 101 
THEN L = 1 ; 
S(I) = CN(K); 
K = K + 1 ; 
IF K = 101 
THEN K = 1 ; 
END; 
/* COMPUTE NUM PHASE MEASUREMENTS 
DO NUM = 1 TO 2; 
PUT SKIP{5); 
IS = o.o; 
AS = o.o; 
zcp= o.o; 
zcc= o.o; 
FC = 98; 
/* 50 ALIASED CYCLES 
DO I = 1 TO so; 
L = o; 
M = o; 
DSEED = OSEEO-520; 
CALL GGNML(DSEEDtNtR); 
DSEED = DSEEO-1210; 
CALL GGNML(DSEED»N.Q); 
DO J = 1 TO 99; 
DO K = 1 TO loo; 
L = L + i; 
/* LOWPASS FILTER. 100 HZ 
COS PLUS 36 DEGREES */ 
*/ 
*/  
XI = XI*.9993718788 + .628121*R{L); 
X2 = X2*.9993718788 + .62812L*Q(L); 
/• LOWPASS FILTER. 150 HZ */ 
YL = YL*.9990579662 + .0009420338+XL; 
Y2 = Y2*.9990579662 + .0009420338*X2; 
NOISE = Y1*CN(K) - Y2*SN(K); 
/* BANDPASS FILTER */ 
TXA = A11*XA + A12*X8 + NOISE*BI; 
Xa= A21*XA + A22*XB + N0ISE+B2; 
XA = TXA: 
NOISE = XB+1250.0; 
FC = FC + I; 
IF FC = 99 
THEN M = M + 1 ; 
DO G = 1 TO 3; 
CM(G) = S(K) + GAIN(G)*N0ISE; 
/* ZERO CROSSING METHOD •/ 
IF CM{G) > 0.0 & LM(G) <= 0.0 
THEN DO; 
ZCC(G) = ZCC(G) + I; 
ZCP(G) = ZCP(G) + K + CM(G)/(LM(6) - CM(GJ); 
END; 
LM(G) = CM(G); 
/• FOURIER COEFFICIENT METHOD */ 
IF L-C = 99 
THEN AS(M,G) = AS(M,G) + CM(G); 
ISdC.G) = IS(K,G) + CM(G); 
END; 
IF FC •= 99 
THEN FC = O; 
IF M = 100 
THEN M = O; 
END; 
END: 
PUT SKIP EDIT(I,X1,X2,Y1,Y2,XA,XB,N0ISE) 
-J N> 
(Fi[4),7(X(l).F(16.9))); 
END: 
DO G = 1 TO 3; 
2CP(G) = 3.6»ZCF>(G)/ZCC(G) - 237,6; 
A — 0 • 0 V 
B = 0.0 ; 
IA ~ 0 o 0 t 
IB — 0o 0 f 
DO I = I TO 100; 
A = A + CN(I)*AS(I,G); 
6 = B + SN(I)*AS(I,G); 
LA = LA + CN(I)*IS(I,G); 
IB = IB + SN(I)*IS(ItG); 
END; 
FCP(G) = ATAND(A,B) - 54.0; 
IFCP(G) = 126.0 - ATANDd A, IB) ; 
END; 
PUT SKIP; 
DO I = 1  TO 100;  
PUT SKIP EDIT(I,AS(I$1),AS(I,2),AS(I,3),IS(I,1),IS(I,2), 
IS(I.3))(F(3}.6{X(2).F(18.7))}; 
END; 
DO G = 1 TO 3; 
PUT SKIP EDITCGAIN =*,GAIN(G),'ZCC ='.ZCC(G),'ZCP =',ZCP(G), 
•FCP =',FCP(G),*IFCP =*,IFCP(G)) 
(5(A.X(1).F(I5.9).X(4))); 
END; 
END; 
END ANGSIM; 
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XII. APPENDIX B: MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM 
y e 
J THOMAS J» ESSENMACHER @ 
Î OMEGA DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM @ 
; DETERMINE PHASE AND GROUP DELAY OF G' 
f 11,05 AND 11&1/3 KHZ, FREQUENCIES, @ 
Î 1979 e 
f 2 
0100 
0100 C3021E 
t  
i DEFINE SYMBOLS AND MEMORY LOCATIONS 
r 
ORG lOOH 
JMP MAIN ÎMA1N PROGRAM 
0090 
OOE7 
00E4 
PASET 
PORTCR 
PORTA 
;i/0 DEFINES 
EOU 90H 
EQU 0E7H 
EQU 0E4H 
fINITIALIZE PORT A TO INPUT 
;PORT CONTROL REGISTER 
fPORT A ADDRESS 
0103 
0083 
ÎBLOCK MEMORY STORAGE DEFINES 
TBUFFÎ DS 80H rTEMPORARY BUFFER FOR DISK I/O 
EOB EQU 83H fLOW BYTE OF MEM, AFTER BUFFER 
0005 
005C 
0065 
00 7C 
0080 
BDOS 
FCB 
FCBFT 
FCBCR 
BUFF 
rDISK DEFINES 
EQU 0005H 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
5CH 
FCB+9 
FCB+3: 
80H 
fDISK OP, SYS, ENTRY POINT 
ÎFILE CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS 
rFILE TYPE 
fCURRENT (NEXT) RECORD NUMBER (0 TO 127) 
fDISK WRITE BUFFER 
0016 -
OOOF = 
0014 = 
0015 = 
0010 ~ 
4E1B = 
4E1E = 
4E21 -
4E24 = 
4E2A =•• 
0183 
0184 
0001 ~ 
0002 = 
0185 
0186 
0187 
0133 
0189 
01 SB 
0195 
0196 
0197 
OAFO 
08C0 = 
0050 -• 
OOIE -
EFFE = 
EFFD = 
EFF6 = 
nnKEF EQU 22 
OPENF EQU 15 
READF EQU 20 
RITEF EQU 21 
CLOSEF EQU 16 
SELDSK EQU 4E1BH 
SETTRK EQU 4E1EH 
SETSEC EQU 4E21H 
SETDMA EQU 4E24H 
WRITE EQU 4E2AH 
TRAC; DS 1 
SECT ! DS 1 
iMAKE FILE & UNC I ION 
J OPEN FILE FUNCTION 
fREAD FILE FUNCTION 
; WRITE FILE FUNCTION 
iCLOSE FILE FUNCTION 
; SELECT DISK ADDRESS 
; SELECT TRACK ADDRESS 
? SELECT SECTOR ADDRESS 
J SELECT TRANSFER ADDRESS 
fDISK WRITE ADDRESS 
fTRACK $ 
? SECTOR • 
READC 
RITEC 
TIHEHS 
TIMEMZ 
TIMES; 
COUNT I 
SINADÎ 
BUFIO; 
SCALE3; 
SCALES; 
TSCALEi 
P25D 
P2D 
CYCLES 
CYCLES 
ÎCONSOLE DEFINES 
EQU 1 i 
EQU 2 
rREAD CONSOLE FUNCTION 
fWRITE CONSOLE FUNCTION -J 
m 
» GENERAL DEFINES 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
i iTIME IN HOURS 
1 rriME IN HiMurcs 
1 *TIME IN SECONDS 
1 fBLOCK COUNTER 
2 fADDRESS OF SIN MULTIPLIER COEFF'S 
10 /BUFFER FOR COEFICIENT STORAGE 
1 7 SCALE FOR llil/3 
1 fSCALE FOR 11.05 
1 HEMP, SCALE REG, 
2800 i.25 SEC DELAY (2800 CYCLES) 
2240 f . 2  SEC DELAY (2240 CYCLES) 
80 f S O  CYCLES OF 11&1/3 IN ,6 SEC 
30 ,60 11.05 
JA/D DEFINES 
ADCHI EQU OEFFEH »HI BYTE 
ADCLO EQU ÛEFFDH iLOW BYTE 
DACl EQU OEFFàli' ÎDIG. TO ANALOG il» 
EFF4 == DAC2 EQU 0EFF4H TLUG, TO ANALOG *2, 
EFFC = STATUS EQU OEFFCH 
EFFB = CNVCMD EQU OEFFBH fCONVERT COMMAND 
EFFA = MUXADR EQU OCFFAH SMULTIPLIXER ADuRES 
EFF9 = GNSEL EQU 0EFF9H iGAIN SELECT 
EFFO = SETUP EQU OEFFOH ? SETUP REGLS1ER 
0001 = MUXl EQU 01 fMULTIPLIXER *1 
0005 = SETPCR EQU 05 SPACER SETUP 
0000 = GAINl EQU 00 ? UNITY GAIN 
;STACK 
0198 OLDSP; DS 
019A STAK: DS 
029A = STKTOP EQU 
DEFINES 
2 fOLU STACK POINTER 
lOOH (RESERVE 256 BYTES 
$ fPOINTER TO STACK TOP 
029A 
029C 
029E 
A1Î 
Bi; 
PARI! 
J MULTIPLIER 
DS 2 
DS 2 
DS 4 
DEFINES 
?MULTIPLIER USED IN SUB. DMULl 
•J 
•J 
fMULTIPLICAND USED IN SUB, DMULT 
t4 BYTE MULTIPLICATION RESULT 
02A2 454E544552MTIMEÎ 
i MESS 
DB 
02AD 5459504520MG0Î DB 
02BD 5245414420MRE; DB 
02C8 2057524954MWE; DB 
02D5 2043524541MMEÎ DB 
02E3 204F50454EM0E; DB 
02EF 20434C4F53MCE; DB 
02FC 5341464554SAFE3Î DB 
031B 5341464554SAFE5Î DB 
0339 444953504CDEBUG; DB 
0349 4E414D4520REQFNÎ DB 
DEFINES 
'ENTER TIME®' 
TYPE G TO STARTS-
'READ ERROR#' 
' WRITE ERRORe-" 
' CREATE ERROR'»' 
' OPEN ERRORS' 
' CLOSE ERRORS' 
'SAFETY CHECK ERROR 11&1/3 KHZ»©' 
'SAFETY CHECK ERROR 11,05 KHZ.P' 
'DISPLAY SIGNAL?©' 
'NAME FILE©' 
0360 
0360 E05B ; 
» BUFFERS FOR DATA DEFINES 
ORG 360H 
DS 672 ill (05 KHZ, DATA BU!-FER 
0600 CHEND EQU $ 
0006 E5B EQU 6 H 
0604 ORG 604 H 
0604 E13BJ DS 252 
0700 - CKEND EQU $ 
0007 E03B EQU 7H 
0700 TRBUF; DS 1400H 
>DEFINE cas Al, 
IBOO 0000 FCSM3; DW 00000 
J.B02 9109 DW 02449 
1B04 1413 DW 04884 
1B06 7BlC DW 07291 
1B08 BA25 DW 09658 
IBOA C32E DW 11971 
IBOC 8937 DW 14217 
IBOE 0040 DW 16384 
IBIO 1A4S DW 18458 
1B12 CE4F DW 20430 
1B14 0F57 DW 22237 
1B16 D45D DW 24020 
1B18 1264 DW 25618 
IBIA CI 69 DW 27073 
IBIC D96E DW 28377 
IBIE 5273 DW 29522 
1B20 2677 DW 30502 
1B22 4r7A DW 31311 
1B24 C97C DW 31945 
1B26 917E DW 32401 
1B28 A37F DW 32675 
162A rF7F FCCM3I DW 32767 
1B2C A37F DW 32675 
1B2E 917E DW 32401 
1B30 C97C DW 31945 
1B32 4F7A DW 31311 
ÎHIGH BYTE OF NEXT ADDRESS 
îllâi/3 KHZ, DATA BUFFER 
5HIGH OP NEXT ADDRESS 
;5K STORAGE FOR DATA TRANSF 
SIN MULTIPLIERS 
;SIN llâl/3 (84 WORDS) 
;ios 
;i5s 
;20s 
fCOS 11&1/3 (84 WORDS) 
1B34 2677 DW 30502 
1B36 5273 DW 29522 
1B38 D96E DW 28377 
1B3A CI 69 DW 27073 
iB3C 1264 DW 25618 
1B3E D45B DW 24020 
1B40 0F57 DW 22287 
1B42 CE4P DW 20430 
1B44 1A48 DW 18458 
1B46 0040 DW 16384 
1B48 8937 DW 14217 
1B4A C32E DW 11971 
1B4C BA25 DW 09658 
1B4E 7B1C DW 07291 
1B50 1413 DW 04884 
1B52 9109 DW 02449 
1B54 0000 DW 00000 
1B56 6FF6 DW 63087 
iB58 ECEC DW 60652 
1B5A 85E3 DW 58245 
1B5C 46DA DW 55878 
1B5E 3DD1 DW 53565 
1B60 77C8 DW 51319 
1B62 OOCO DW 49152 
1B64 E6B7 DW 47078 
1B66 32B0 DW 45106 
1B68 F1A8 BW 43249 
1B6A 2CA2 DW 41516 
1B6C CE9B DW 39918 
1B6E 3F96 DW 33463 
1B70 2791 DW 37159 
1B72 AE8C DW 36014 
JB74 BA88 DW 35034 
1B76 B185 DW 34225 
1B78 3783 DW 33591 
1B7A 6F81 DW 33135 
;3os 
no 
;i5 
? 4 0 o 
;20 
;45S 
;55S 
;6os 
MO 
1B7C 5D80 DU 32861 
1B7E 0180 DW 32769 
1B80 5D80 DW 32861 
IB82 6F81 DW 33135 
J.B84 3783 DW 33591 
1B86 B1&5 DW 34225 
1B88 BA83 DW 35034 
IBS A AE8C DW 36014 
J BSC 2791 DW 37159 
1B8E 3f 96 DW 38463 
1B90 EE9B DW 39918 
1B92 2CA2 DW 41516 
1B94 F1A8 DW 4324? 
1B96 32B0 DW 45106 
1B98 E6B7 DW 47078 
1B9A ÔOCO DW 49152 
1B9C 77C8 DW 51319 
1B9E 3DB1 DW 53565 
IBAO 46DA DW 55878 
1BA2 85E3 DW 58245 
1BA4 CCEC DW 60652 
1BA6 6rF6 DW 63087 
1BA8 0000 DW 00000 
IBAA 9109 DW 02449 
IBAC 1413 DW 04884 
IBAE 7B1C DW 07291 
IBBO BA25 DW 09658 
1BB2 C32E DW 11971 
1BB4 8937 DW 14217 
1BB6 0040 DW 16384 
1BB8 1A48 DW 18458 
IBBA CE4F DW 20430 
IBBC 0F57 DW 22287 
IBBE D45D DW 24020 
IBCO 1264 DW 25618 
1BC2 Ci 69 DW 27073 
80S 
60 
83S (LAST SIN WORD) 
1BC4 D96E DW 28377 
lBC6 5273 DW 29522 
1BC8 2677 DW 30502 
IBCA 4F7A DW 31311 
IBCC C97C DW 31945 
IBCE 917E DW 32401 
IBDO A37F DW 32675 
1BÛ2 rF7F FCCM5 i DW 32767 
iBD4 8B7F DW 32651 
1BD6 307E DW 32304 
:IBDS F07B DW 31728 
IBDA D078 DW 30928 
IBDC D574 DW 29909 
ÏBDE 0670 DW 28678 
IBEO 6D6A DW 27245 
ÏBE2 1264 DW 25618 
iBE4 025D DW 23810 
1BE6 4A55 DW 21834 
Ï.BE8 F74C DW 19703 
IBEA 1944 DW 17433 
IBEC BF3A DW 15039 
IBEE FB30 DW 12539 
IBFO DF26 DW 09951 
1BF2 7B1C DW 07291 
1BF4 C5J.1 DW 04531 
1BF6 2D07 DW 01837 
1BF8 69FC DW 64617 
IBFA ABFl DW 61867 
IBFC 07E7 DW 59143 
IBFE 9 IDC DW 56465 
ICOO 5FD2 DW 53851 
1C02 77C8 DW 51319 
1C04 F8BE DW 48888 
1C06 EFB5 DW 46575 
1C08 6CAD DW 44396 
ICO A 7EA5 DW 42366 
»eo 
?CQ8 11,05 
00 
JIO 
;i5 
J.COC 359E DW 40501 
iCOE 9D97 DW 38813 
ICIO C191 DW 37313 
1CJ.2 AE8C DW 36014 
ICI 4 6B88 DW 34923 
ICI 6 0285 DW 34050 
1C18 7782 DW 33399 
ICI A CF80 DW 32975 
ICIC 0E80 DW 327x2 
ICIE 3580 DW 32821 
1C20 4381 DW 33091 
1C22 3783 DW 33591 
1C24 0C86 DW 34316 
1C26 BF89 DW 35263 
1C28 488E DW 36424 
1C2A 9F93 DW 37791 
1C2C BB99 DW 39355 
1C2E 90A0 DW 41104 
1C30 11A8 DW 43025 
1C32 32B0 DW 45106 
1C34 E4B8 DW 47332 
1C36 16C2 DW 49686 
1C38 B9CB DW 52153 
1C3A BAD5 DW 54714 
1C3C 08E0 DW 57352 
1C3E 8FEA DW 60047 
1C40 3EF5 DW 62782 
1C42 0000 FCSMS; DW 00000 
1C44 C20A DW 02754 
1C46 7115 DW 05489 
1C48 F8ir DW 08184 
1C4A 462A DW 10822 
1C4C 4734 DW 13383 
1C4E EA31I DW 15850 
1C50 1C47 DW 18204 
1C52 CE 4 F DW 20430 
îiO 
MO 
M5 
*50 
;siN 
f 6 0  
1C54 EFS7 
1C56 705F 
1C58 4566 
1C5A 616C 
1C5C B871 
1C5E 4176 
1C60 F479 
1C62 C97C 
1C64 BD7E 
1C66 CB7r 
1C68 F27F 
1C6A 317F 
1C6C 897D 
1C6E FE7A 
1C70 9577 
1C72 5273 
1C74 3F6E 
1C76 6368 
1C78 CB61 
1C7A 825A 
1C7C 9452 
1C7E 114A 
1C80 0841 
1CB2 8937 
1C84 A52D 
1C86 6F23 
1C88 F918 
1C8A 550C 
1C8C 9703 
ICRE D3F8 
1C90 IBEE 
1C92 85E3 
1C94 21D9 
1C96 05CF 
1C98 41C5 
1C9A E7BB 
DW 22511 
UW 24432 
DW 26181 
DW 27745 
DW 29112 
DW 30273 
DW 31220 
DW 31945 
DW 32445 
DW 32715 
DW 32754 
DW 32561 
DW 32137 
DW 31486 
DW 30613 
DW 29522 
DW 28223 
DW 26723 
DW 25035 
DW 23170 
DW 21140 
DW 18961 
DW 16648 
DW 14217 
DW 11685 
DW 09071 
DW 06393 
DW 03669 
DW 00919 
DW 63699 
DW 60955 
DW 58245 
DW 55585 
DW 52997 
DW 50497 
DW 48103 
lOS 
70 
153 
75 
203 
80 
85 
30S 
90 
35S 
y 3 
403 
100 
1C9C 09B3 
1C9E B6AA 
ICAO FEA2 
1CA2 EE9B 
1CA4 9395 
1CA6 FA8F 
1CA8 2B8B 
ICAA 3087 
ICAC 1084 
ICAE D081 
ICBO 7580 
1CB2 0180 
1CB4 7580 
1CB6 DOS J. 
iCB8 1084 
ICBA 3087 
ICBC 2B8B 
ICBE FA8F 
ICCO 9395 
1CC2 EE9B 
1CC4 FE:A2 
1CC6 B6AA 
1CC8 09B3 
ICCA r:7BB 
ICCC 41C5 
iCCE 05CF 
ICDO 21D9 
1CD2 85E3 
1CD4 IBFE 
1CD6 D3F8 
iCD8 9703 
ICDA 550E 
ICDC F918 
1CDE 6r23 
ICEO A52D 
1CE2 8937 
BW 45833 
DW 43702 
DW 41726 
DW 39918 
DW 30291 
DW 36858 
DW 35627 
DW 34608 
DW 33808 
DW 33232 
DW 32885 
DW 32769 
DW 32885 
DW 33232 
DW 33808 
DW 34608 
DW 35627 
DW 36858 
DW 38291 
DW 39918 
DW 41726 
DW 43702 
DW 45833 
DW 48103 
DW 50497 
DW 52997 
DW 55585 
DW 58245 
DW 60955 
DW 63699 
DW 00919 
DW 03669 
DW 06393 
DW 09071 
DW 11685 
DW 14217 
105 
SOS 
no 
ll5 
60S 
120 
653 
1CF.4 0841 
1CE6 114A 
1Œ8 9452 
ICEA 825A 
ICEC CB61 
ICEE 6368 
iCFO 3F6E 
1CF2 5273 
1CF4 9577 
1CF6 FE7A 
1CF8 89711 
ICFA 317F 
ICFC F27F 
ICFE CB7F 
IDOO BD7E; 
1D02 C97C 
1D04 F479 
1D06 4176 
1D08 B871 
IDOA 616C 
inOC 4566 
IDOE 705F 
IDIO EF57 
1D12 CE4F 
1D14 1C47 
ID16 EA3D 
1D18 4734 
IDIA 462A 
IDIC F81F 
IDIE 7115 
1D20 C20A 
1D22 0000 
1D24 3EF5 
1D26 8FEA 
1D28 08E0 
1D2A BAD5 
0(4 16 64 S 
DW 18961 
DW 21140 
DW 23170 
DW 25035 
DW 26723 
DW 23223 
DW 29522 
DW 30613 
DW 31486 
DW 32137 
DW 32561 
DW 32754 
DW 32715 
DW 32445 
DW 31945 
DW 31220 
DW 30273 
DW 29112 
DW 27745 
DW 26181 
DW 24432 
DW 22511 
DW 20430 
DW 18204 
DW 15850 
DW 13383 
DW 10822 
DW 08184 
DW 05489 
DW 02754 
DW 00000 
DW 62782 
DW 60047 
DW 57352 
DW 54714 
140 
85S 
145 
90S 
150 
953 
155 
lOOS 
160 
1053 
11 OS 
170 
115S 
1D2C B9CB DW S2153 
li;i2E 16C2 DW 49686 
ii;i30 E4B8 DW 47332 
1D32 32B0 DW 45106 
1D34 11A8 DW 43025 
1D36 90A0 DW 41104 
1D38 BB99 DW 39355 
1D3A 9F93 DW 37791 
1D3C 488E DW 36424 
1D3E BF89 DW 35263 
1D40 0C86 DW 34316 
1D42 3783 DW 33591 
1D44 4381 DW 33091 
1D46 3580 DW 32821 
1D48 0E80 DW 32782 
1D4A CFSO DW 32975 
1D4C 7782 DW 33399 
1D4E 0285 DW 34050 
1D50 6B88 DW 34923 
1D52 AE8C DW 36014 
1D54 C191 DW 37313 
1D56 9D97 DW 38813 
1D58 359E DW 40501 
1D5A 7EA5 DW 42366 
1D5C 6CAD DW 44396 
1D5E EFB5 DW 46575 
1D60 F8BE DW 48888 
1W62 77C8 DW 51319 
1D64 5BD2 DW 53851 
1D66 9 IDC DW 56465 
1D68 07E7 DW 59143 
1D6A ABFl DW 61867 
IDôC 69FC DW 64617 
1W6C 2D07 DW 01837 
1D70 E511 DW 04581 
11172 7B1C DW 07291 
175 
120S 
180 
125S 
185 
130S 
190 
195 
140S 
200 
1453 
205 
1503 
1D74 DF26 
1D76 FB30 
1D78 Br3A 
1D7A 1944 
1D7C F74C 
1D7E 4A55 
li:i80 02511 
11182 1264 
1D84 6D6A 
1D86 0670 
1D88 US74 
IDSA DO78 
J.D8C FÛ7B 
1D8E 307E 
1D90 8B7F 
1B92 FF7F 
1D94 8B7F 
1D96 307E 
1D98 F07B 
1D9A D078 
1D9C 0574 
1D9E 0670 
IDAO 6D6A 
1DA2 1264 
1DA4 025D 
1TJA6 4A55 
1DA8 F74C 
1»AA 1944 
IDAC BF3A 
IDAE FB30 
IDBO DF26 
1DB2 7B1C 
1DB4 [511 
1DB6 2D07 
1DB8 69FC 
IDBA ABFl 
DW 09951 
DW 12539 
DW 15039 
DW 17433 
DW 19703 
DW 21834 
DW 23810 
DW 25618 
DW 27245 
DW 28678 
DW 29909 
DW 30928 
DW 31728 
DW 32304 
DW 32651 
DW 32767 
DW 32651 
DW 32304 
DW 31728 
DW 30928 
DW 29909 
DW 28678 
DW 27245 
DW 25618 
DW 23810 
DW 21834 
DW 19703 
DW 17433 
DW 15039 
DW 12539 
DW 09951 
DW 07291 
DW 04581 
DW 01837 
DW 64617 
DW 61867 
210 
155S 
215 
160S 
220 
165S 
223 (LAST COS WORD) 
1703 
175S 
ISOS 
185S 
iDBC 07E7 
IDBE 91DC 
IDCO 5BD2 
iDC2 77C8 
J.DC4 F8BE 
1DC6 EFB5 
1DC8 6CAD 
IDCA 7EA5 
IDCC 359E 
IDCE 9D97 
IDDO C.1.9Ï. 
1DD2 AE8C 
1DD4 6B88 
1DD6 0285 
1DD8 7782 
IDDA CF80 
IDDC 0E80 
IDDE 3580 
IDEO 4381 
1DE2 3783 
1DE4 0C86 
1DE6 BF89 
1DE8 488E 
IDEA 9F93 
IDEC BB99 
IDEE 90A0 
IDFO 11A8 
1DF2 32B0 
l»r4 E4B8 
1DF6 16C2 
1DF8 B9CB 
IDFA BAD5 
IDFC 08E0 
IDFE 8FEA 
lEOO 3EF5 
DW 59143 
DW 56465 
DW 53851 
DW 51319 
DW 48888 
DW 46575 
DW 44396 
DW 42366 
DW 40501 
DW 38813 
DW 37313 
DW 36014 
DW 34923 
DW 34050 
DW 33399 
DW 32975 
DW 32782 
DW 32821 
DW 33091 
DW 33591 
DW 34316 
DW 35263 
DW 36424 
DW 37791 
DW 39355 
DW 41104 
DW 43025 
DW 45106 
DW 47332 
DW 49686 
DW 52153 
DW 54714 
DW 57352 
DW 60047 
DW 62782 
190S 
195S 
20ÔS 
205S 
210S 
215S 
2203 
223S (LAST SIN WORD) 
*#****************************$%#*#*****%*********************** 
OMEGA DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM 
MAIN PROGRAM 
*#*$***$****#**$**********************%*#*#*****&*%************* 
MAIN: 
1E02 F3 DI 
J.E03 210000 LXI H,0 rSAVE OLD STACK POINTER 
1E06 39 DAD SP 
1E07 229801 SHLD OLDSP 
lEOA 319A02 LXI SPfSTKTOP fNEW STACK POINTER 
lEOD CD741E CALL INIT fINITIALIZE TIME AND START WHEN READY 
fPROCESS : 24 5K FILES IDENTIFIED BY TYPE A THRU 
fONE FILE PER HOUR, 
lElO 2A8501 LHLD TIMEH fSET TIME IN BUFFER 
1E13 220301 SHLD TBUFF 
1E16 210501 LXI H,TBUFF+2 » POINTER TO BUFFER STORAGE AREA 
» PROCESS ONE HOURS WORTH OF DATA 
1E19 3E28 MVI A,40 MO BLOCKS PER FILE, 
lElB 328801 STA COUNT fCOUNT NUMBER OF BLOCKS, 
lElE CD131F CALL SAMP 
1E2J CD3022 CALL CRLF 
1E24 CD5321 PROCESî CALL FILEMK J CREATE FILE 
J.E27 CD131F CALL SAMP 
1E2A CD6E21 CALL FILEOP rOPEN FILE 
1E2D CD131F LPl: CALL SAMP ÎSAMPLE ONE DATA FRAME 
J.E30 7D MOV A,L fBUFFER FULL? 
1E31 FE83 CP I EOB fEND OF BUFFER? 
1E33 C22D1E JNZ LPl 
1E36 CDC621 CALL FILEWR fWRITE FILE 
J.E39 2A8501 LHLD TIMEH 
1E3C 220301 SHLD TBUFF ;SET TIME IN BUFFER 
1E3F 218801 LXI H,COUNT rSK FILE YET? 
1E42 35 DCR M 
X* 
CD 
10 
1E43 210501 LXI H»TDUFFf2 fRESET BUFFER POINTER 
1E46 C22D1E JNZ LPl 
y CLOSE FILE AND PROCESS NEXT 5K 
1E49 3A6500 LDA FCBFT 
1E4C FE58 CP I *' X " iALL DONE? 
1E4E CA6C1E JZ FINISH 
.1.E51 CD13IF CALL SAMP 
1E54 CD9021 CALL FILECL (CLOSE FILE 
1E57 3A6500 LDA FCBFT 
1E5A 3C INR A •INCREMENT FILE TYPE 
1E5B 326500 STA FCBFT 
1E5E 3E28 MVI A,40 Î40 BLOCKS PER FILE 
1E60 328801 STA COUNT 
1E63 CD3Û22 CALL CRLF 
1E66 CD131F CALL SAMP 
1E69 C3241Ë -IMP PROCES 
lEôC CD9021 FINISH: CALL FILECL 5CLOSE LAST FILE 
1E6F 2A9801 LHLD OLDSP rRESTORE OLD STACK POINTER 
1E72 F9 SPHL 
J.E73 FF RST 7 
T SUBROUTINE INITÎ 
f THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE TIME AND STARTS 
; THE DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS AT THE PROPER TIME, 
7 THE FILE TYPE IS INITIALIZED TO 'A', 
i THE INPUT PORT IS INITIALIZED, 
INITÎ 
iE74 3E05 MVI AfSETPCR fSET EXTERNAL PACER 
1E76 32F0EF STA SETUP 
1E79 3E00 MVI A,GAIN1 ;SET GAIN 
1E7B 32F9EF STA GNSEL 
1E7E 3E01 MVI ArMUXl ÎMULTIPLIXER *1 
1E80 32FAEF STA MUXADR 
1E83 3E90 MVI A,PAGET ; INITIALIZE INPUT PORT 
1E85 D3E7 OUT PORTCR 
i.E87 CDE41E CALL INITFN fINITIALIZE FILE NAME, 
1E8A 213903 J.N3t  LXI H,DEBUG #REQUEST IF DISPLAY ON SCOPE DESIRED 
1E8D CD3022 CALL CRLF 
1E90 CBE121 CALL PRBUF fPRINT MESSAGE 
1E93 CD0322 CALL GETCH ÎGET A CHARACTER 
1E96 FE59 CP I •'Y' ;Y=YES DEBUG DESIRED 
1E98 CAB51E JZ IN4 
1E9B FE4E CP I 'N' ;N=NO DEBUG DESIRED 
1E9D C28A1E JNZ IN3 
lEAO AF XRA A ÎNO DEBUG DESIRED 
lEAl 217E1F LXI H,BUG1 ÎDELETE DEBUG CALLS 
1EA4 0E02 MVI C»2 
1EA6 0603 I N 5 Î  MVI Bf3 
1EA8 77 X N 6 i  MOV M y A 
1EA9 23 I NX H 
lEAA OS DCR B 
lEAB C2A81E JNZ IN6 
lEAE 21EF1F LXI H,BUG2 
lEBl OD DCR C 
1EB2 C2A61E JNZ INS 
1EB5 21A202 I N A Î  LXI H,MTIME fREQUEST TIME INPUT BY OPERATOR 
lEBS CD3022 CALL CRLF 
lEBB CDE3.21 CALL PRBUF rPRINT REQUEST 
lEBE 218501 LXI H,TIMEH fPOINTER TO TIME REGISTERS 
lECl 0603 MVI B,3 ?COUNTER 
1EC3 CDF021 IN2Î CALL GET2 tGET 2 DIGITS 
1EC6 77 MOV MyA fSTORE DIGITS IN TIME REG. 
1EC7 23 I NX H 
1EC8 05 DCR B 
1EC9 C2C31E JNZ IN2 
lECC CD3022 INi; CALL CRLF ^REQUEST OPERATOR TO INDICATE 
lECF 21AD02 LXI H,MGO fWHEN TO START 
1ED2 CDE121 CALL PRBUF 
1ED5 CD0322 CALL GETCH fGET A CHARACTER 
J.EB3 FE47 CP I 'G' 
lEDA C2CC1E JNZ INI 
lEDD CII3022 
lEEO CD3022 
1F.E3 C9 
CALL CRLF 
CALL CRLF 
RET ? BEGIN PROCESSING 
i INITFN SUBROUTINE: 
f THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE FILE NAME 
f FOR THE OMEGA DATA, 
i DESTROYS: A,B,C,H,L 
INITFN: 
1EE4 3E20 MVI A» ' ' y SET FILE NAME TO BLANKS 
1EE6 060B MVI B,ll 
1EE8 215D00 LXI H,FCB+1 y FILE NAME 
lEEB 77 IN7: MOV M,A 
lEEC 23 I NX H 
lEED 05 DCR B 
IEEE C2EB1E JNZ IN7 
lEFl CD3022 CALL CRLF y REQUEST FILE NAME 
iEF4 214903 LXI H,REQFN 
1EF7 CDE121 CALL PRBUF 
lEFA 215D00 LXI HyFCB+1 
lEFD 0608 MVI B,08 y8 CHAR'S 
lEFF CD0322 INS: CALL GETCH 
1F02 FEOD CP I ODH yCARRIAGE RETURN? 
IF 04 CAODIF JZ ÏN9 
1F07 77 MOV M y A  
1F08 23 INX H 
1F09 05 DCR B 
IFOA C2FF1E JNZ IN8 
IFOD 3E41 IN9: MVI A, 'A' ySET FILE TYPE TO 'A', 
IFOF 326500 STA FCBFT 
IF 12 C9 RET 
Î SAMP SUBROUTINE: 
f THIS SUBROUTINE SAMPLES DATA FROM ONE DATA FRAME AND 
F PROCESSES IT, THE ILIL/3 KHZ, SIGNAL IS PROCESSED PIKSL 
i AND THEN THE 11,05 KHZ SIGNAL IS PROCESSED. THE FOURIER 
Î COEFFICIENTS ARE PRINTED AND STORED IN A BUFFER FOR 
i LATER DISK TRANSFER, 
I DESTROYSÎ A,B,C,D,E 
F INCREMENTS HL BY 14 
SAMP ; 
1F13 CD301F CALL G1113 FGET 11&1/3 KHZ, DATA 
1FJ.6 CD7122 CALL PTIME ? PRINT TIME 
IF 19 CDSE22 CALL PSEVEN FPRINT 11&1/3 KHZ, COEFF'S 
IFIC CD4822 CALL TINC ^INCREMENT ÏIME BY 10 SEC, 
IFIF CD9A1F CALL G1105 JGET 11,05 KHZ, DATA 
1F22 CD8E22 CALL PSEVEN ? PRINT 11,05 KHZ, COEFF'S 
1F25 CD3522 CALL CR JCARRIAGE RETURN 
1F28 7D MOV A, L ;IF END OF BUFFER, 
1F29 FE83 CP I EOB ÎTRANSFER TBUFF TO BUFF 
1F2B CO RNZ 
1F2C CD4021 CALL TRANSB HRANSFER 
1F2F C9 RET 
F G1113 SUBROUTINE: 
? THIS SUBROUTINE SAMPLES, STORES, AND PROCESSES 
I ,6 SECONDS WORTH OF DATA FROM THE 11&1/3 KHZ, 
; OMEGA SIGNAL, THE DATA FRAME IS 1.1 SEC LONG 
F SO THE FIRST ,25 SECONDS ARE IGNORED, 
I SIGNAL REPEATS EVERY 84 SAMPLES, 
Î THERE ARE 80 CYCLES OF 84 SAMPLES IN ,6 SEC, 
T INCREMENTS HL BY 7, 
I DESTROYS: AYB,C,D,E, 
G1113Î 
1F30 E5 PUSH H 
1F31 210406 LXI H,E13B ÎCLEAR STORAGE BUFFER 
1F34 AF XRA A 
1F35 77 G3L3Î MOV M,A 
1F36 
1F37 
1F38 
1F3B 
1F3D 
1F40 
1F42 
J.F43 
1F46 
1F49 
1F4C 
1F4F 
1F51 
1F52 
1F55 
1F58 
1F5A 
1F5B 
1F5E 
1F5F 
1F60 
1F63 
1F64 
1F65 
IF 68 
1F6B 
1F6C 
1F6F 
1F70 
1F71 
IF 72 
23 
BD 
C2351F 
0650 
13.0406 
DDE 4 
17 
CD3022 
21FC02 
CDE121 
DBE4 
17 
D24F1F 
21F00A 
DBE4 
17 
DA581F 
E3 
E3 
3AFCËF 
17 
17 
D26F1F 
3AFCEF 
17 
£12681F 
2B 
AF 
BC 
C2681F 
G3L4Î 
63L5Î 
G3L1: 
G3L2Î 
G3B1Î 
IF75 CDDOFB 
1F78 CÛ9520 
.1.F7B 329501 
INX 
CMP 
J N Z  
MUI 
LXI 
IN 
RAL 
JC 
CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
IN 
RAL 
JNC 
LXI 
IN 
RAL 
JC 
?DELAY 
XTHL 
XTHL 
LDA 
RAL 
RAL 
JNC 
LDA 
RAL 
JNC 
DCX 
XRA 
CMP 
JNZ 
>NOW 
CALL 
CALL 
8TA 
H 
L 
G3L3 
B,CYCLE3 ? INITIALIZE NUMBER OF CYCLES 
D,E13B (INITIALIZE ADDRESS OF STORAGE 
PORTA /SAFETY CHECK, 
G3L5 
CRLF 
H,SAFE3 
PRBUF 
PORTA 
G3L4 
H,r25D 
PORTA 
G3L1 
,25 SEC, 
fJMP IF CHECK OK, 
iPRINT ERROR MESSAGE, 
rSAFETY LOOP 
? INITIALIZE ,25 SEC, DELAY 
fLOOP UNTIL DATA FRAME 
j FRAME WHEN CARRY 0 
STATUS 
G3B1 
STATUS 
G3L2 
H 
A 
H 
G3L2 
lO 
•p 
; SYNCHRONIZATION DELAY 
fBIT 6 IS THE CONVERT BUSY BIT 
;JMP IF NOT BUSY 
fCONVERI DONE BIT 
fLOOP UNTIL CONVERSION DONE 
bt 
fLOOP UNTIL HL 
:6IN SAMPLING 
COLECT ? COLLECT DATA 
SCALE f SCALE l.'Al A TO 
U 
BYTE WURÙS 
SCALES iSAVE SCALE FACTOR (HltiH NidBLEJ 
1F7E CD4D24 BUGIJ CALL SCOPE ÎDEBUG PROCEDURE DISPLAY SAMPLED SIGNAL 
1F81 21001B LXI llfFCSMS rFOURIER COEFF, GIN MULTIPLIER FOR ll&l 
IF84 228901 SHLD SINAD ? STORE ADDRESS 
1F87 212A1B LXI H,FCCM3 ÎCOSINE MULT ADDRESS 
1F8A CD0B20 CALL FCOEF 5FIND A & B COEFFICIENTS 
1F8D CDBC20 CALL SCALEC fSCALE COEFF'S TO THREE BYTES 
1F90 219501 LXI H,SCALES 
1F93 86 ADD M fSAVE SCALE FACTOR (LOW NIBBLE) 
1F94 77 MOV M,A 
1F95 El POP H 
ir96 CD2121 CALL SAVEC fSAVE COEFF'S IN TBUFF 
1F99 C9 RET 
F G1;L05 SUBROUTINE: 
F THIS SUBROUTINE SAMPLES, STORES, AND PROCESSES 
F ,6 SECONDS OF DATA FROM THE 11,05 KHZ, OMEGA 
F SIGNAL, THE DATA FRAME IS 1,0 SEC, LONG SO THE 
F FIRST ,2 SEC, IS IGNORED, 
F THE SIGNAL REPEATS EVERY 224 SAMPLES, 
; THERE ARE 30 CYCLES OF 224 SAMPLES IN ,6 SEC, 
F INCREMENTS HL BY 7, 
i  DESTROYS; A,B,C,D,E, 
G1105Î 
1F9A E5 PUSH H 
1F9B 216003 LXI H,E05B 
1F9E AF XRA A 
1F9F 77 G5L1Î MOV MrA 
IFAO 23 I NX H 
IFAl 77 MOV Mr A 
1FA2 23 INX H 
1FA3 77 MOV My A 
1FA4 23 INX H 
1FA5 BD CMP L 
1FA6 C29F1F JNZ G5L1 
1FA9 061E MVI B,CYCLI 
^CLEAR STORAGE, 
IFAB 
IFAE 
IF BO 
IFBl 
1FB4 
1FB7 
IFBA 
IFBD 
IF CO 
1FC2 
1FC3 
1FC6 
1FC9 
IFCB 
IFCC 
IFCF 
J.FDO 
IFDl 
1FD4 
IF 115 
1FD6 
1FD9 
IFDC 
IFDD 
IFEO 
IFEl 
1FE2 
.1.FE3 
1FE6 
.1.FE9 
IFEC 
1.FEF 
1FF2 
116003 
DBE4 
IF 
DAC61F 
CD3022 
CD3022 
211B03 
CDE121 
DBE4 
IF 
D2C01F 
21C008 
DBE4 
IF 
DAC91F 
E3 
E3 
3AFCEF 
17 
17 
D2E01F 
3AFCEF 
17 
D2D91F 
2B 
AF 
BC 
C2D91F 
CDD0F8 
CD9520 
329601 
CD4D24 
214210 
228901 
G5L2{ 
G5L5: 
G5L3Î 
G5L4 : 
G5B11 
L X I  
IN 
RAR 
JC 
CALL 
CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
IN 
RAR 
JNC 
LXI 
IN 
RAR 
JC 
D,E05B 
PORTA 
G5L5 
CRLF 
CRLF 
HFSAFEF 
PRBUF 
PORTA 
G5L2 
H,P2D 
PORTA 
G5L3 
SEC DELAY 
FADDRESS OF STORAGE BUFFER 
Y SAFETY CHECK, 
FJMP IF CHECK IS OK. 
7PRINT ERROR MESSAGE, 
?BLANK LINE 
}SAFETY LOOP 
RINITIALIZE 
ÎLOÛP UNTIL 
,2 SEC, DELAY 
DATA FRAME BEGINS 
BUG2Î 
XTHL 
XTHL 
LDA 
RAL 
RAL 
JNC 
LDA 
RAL 
JNC 
DCX 
XRA 
CMP 
JNZ 
J BEGIN 
CALL 
CALL 
STA 
CALL 
LXI 
SHLD 
STATUS 
FBIT 6 
G5B1 
STATUS 
G5L4 
H 
A 
H 
RSYNC, DELAY 
IS CONVERT BUSY BIT 
;JMP IF CONVERT NOT 
(a  
cn 
BUSY 
FCONVERT DONE BIT 
fLOOP UNTIL CONVERSION DONE 
UNTIL HL = 0 G5L4 fLOOP 
SAMPLING 
COLECT ÎCOLLECT DATA 
SCALE ? SCALE DATA TO 2 BYTES 
SCALES rSAVE SCALE FACTOR 
SCOPE iDEBUG PROCEDURE, DISPLAY SAMPLED SIGNAL 
HrFCSMS ?ADDRESS OF SINE MULT COEFF'S 
SINAD 
IFF 8 21D21B LXI HvFCCMS ; ADDRESS OF CÙSINE MULT 
IFFB CD0B20 CALL FCOEF /FIND FOURIER COEFF'S 
IFFE CDBC20 CALL SCALEC fSCALE COEFFICIENTS 
2001 219601 LXI H» SCALES ÎSAVE SCALE FACTOR (LOW 
2004 86 ADD M 
2005 77 MOV M y A 
2006 El POP H 
2007 CD2121 CALL SAVEC ÎSAVE COEFF'S IN TBUFF 
200A C9 RET 
i FCQEF SUBROUTINE: 
I THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF 
; A SET OF POINTS. THE DATA POINTS ARE MULTIPLIED B 
; SINE AND COSINE WAVEFORMS, 
I DE = ADDRESS OF DATA» 
I HL = ADDRESS OF COSINE WAVEFORM, 
> SINAD CONTAINS ADDRESS OF SINE WAVEFORM. 
} DESTROYSÎ A,B,CRH,L 
FCOEF; 
200B 060A MVI B,10 fCLEAR BUFIO BUFFER 
200D E5 PUSH H 
200E AF XRA A 
200F 218B01 LXI HfBUFlO 
2012 77 FCL3Î MOV My A 
2013 23 INX H 
2014 05 DCR B 
2015 C21220 JNZ FCL3 rLOOP 10 TIMES 
2018 El POP H 
2019 DS FCL2Î PUSH D 
201A C5 PUSH B 
201B CD3D20 FCLlf CALL LOADM y LOAD MULTIPLIER AND 
201E E5 PUSH H 
20 IF D5 PUSH D 
2020 CDD423 CALL MULT16 .i MULTIPLY 
2023 CD;:i320 CALL AÛTÙBF 
2026 D1 POP D 
2027 El POP H 
2028 7B MOV A,E 
2029 FEOO CP I 0 
202B C21B20 JNZ FCLl 
202E CI POP B 
202F D1 POP D 
2030 AF XRA A 
203.1 D8 CMP B 
2032 CO RNZ 
2033 CD7F20 CALL BUFEXC 
2036 2A8901 LHLD SI NAD 
2039 04 INR B 
203A C3Î.920 JMP FCL2 
; ADD PRODUCT TO PUFFLR 
fDQNE? 
5MULT NEXT PAIR OF POINTS 
; DONE WITH SINE IF B NOT - 0. 
;EXCHANGE HIGH AND LOW BUFFER WORDS 
? ADDRESS OF SINE WAVEFORM 
? INDICATES SINE WAVEFORM, 
y LOADM SUBROUTINE: 
f THIS SUBROUTINE LOADS THE MULTIPLIER AND MULTIPLICAND 
} FOR MULTIPLICATION. 
f DE = ADDRESS OF DATA, THE HIGH 2 BYTES OF THE THREE 
r BYTE WORDS ARE LOADED INTO THE MULTIPLICAND* 
r HL -= ADDRESS OF COSINE OR SINE WORDS THAT ARE 
r LOADED INTO THE MULTIPLIER* 
f DE IS INCREMENTED BY 3* 
r HL IS INCREMENTED BY 2* 
T DESTROYSÎ A. 
LOADMÎ 
203D 7E MOV AfM 
203E 329A02 STA A1 
2041 23 I NX H 
2042 7E MOV A,M 
2043 329B02 STA Alii 
2046 23 INX H 
2047 13 I NX ,0 
2048 lA LDAX D 
fLOAD MULTIPLIER 
fLOAD MULTIPLICAND 
2049 329C02 S TA B1 
204C 13 INX D 
204D J.A LliAX D 
204E 329D02 STA Blfl 
2051 13 INX II 
2052 C9 RET 
i ADTOBf" SUBROUTINE: 
f THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS THE MULTIPLICATION FRODUC 
f THE HIGH 5 BYTES OF BUF10» 
f DESTROYS: A,D,E,H,L« 
ADTOBFÎ 
2053 2A9E02 LHLD PARI fADD 4 BYTE PRODUCT TO BUFIO 
2056 EB XCHG 
2057 2A9001 LHLD BUFlO+5 
205A 19 DAD D ; ADD LOW 2 BYTES 
205B 229001 SHLD BUFIO+S 
205E 2AA002 LHLD PAR1+2 
2061 EB XCHG 
2062 2A920.1. LHLD BUFlO+7 
2065 70 MOV A,L ?ADD 3'RD & 4'TH BYTES 
2066 8B ADC E 
2067 6F MOV L»A 
2068 7C MOV A,H 
2069 8A ADC D 
206A 67 MOV H,A 
206B 229201 SHLD BUFlO+7 
206E 3A9401 LDA BUFlO+9 
2071 CEOO AC! 0 J ADD CARRY TO S'TH BYTE 
2073 4 F MOV CfA ySAVE 5'TH BYTE 
2074 7A MOV AfD fIF NEG PRODUCT, ADD FFH* 
2075 17 RAL 
2076 79 MOV AfC ?5nH BYTE 
2077 D27B20 JNC FCBl 
20 7A 3D DCR A ÎABD FFH BECAUSE NEG* PRODUCT 
207B 329401 
207E C9 
FCBl: STA BUF10-I-? ) STORE 5' TH BYTE 
RET 
? BUFEXC SUBROUTINE: 
f THIS SUBROUTINE EXCHANGES THE HIGH 5 BYTES WITH THE 
f LOW 5 BYTES OF BUFIO 
r DESTROYSÎ A,B,C,HyL 
BUFEXCÎ 
207F 0E05 MVI C,5 T 
2081 D5 PUSH D 
2082 218B01 LXI H,BUFIO 
2085 119001 LXI DfBUFlO+5 
2088 46 BULlî MOV BfM 
2089 lA LDAX D 
20SA EB XCHG 
208B 70 MOV M»B 
208C 12 STAX D 
208D 13 INX D 
208E 23 I NX H 
20SF OD DCR C 
2090 C28820 JNZ BULl 
2093 D1 POP D 
2094 C9 RET 
f SCALE SUBROUTINE; 
; THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES 3 BYTE DATA INTO 2 BYTE WORDS• 
; THE TWO SIGNIFICANT BYTES ARE STORED IN THE HIGH TWO 
; OF THE THREE BYTES, THE SCALE FACTOR IS RETURNED IN 
i THE HIGH NIBBLE OF A* 
f DE = ADDRESS OF DATA 
5 DESTROYSÎ A,B,C,H,L 
2095 OICOOO 
2098 AF 
SCALEÎ 
LXI BFOCOH FB^--00Y C=CO* 
XRA A 
2099 329701 STA TSCALE îINITIALIZE TO ZERO 
209C 62 SCL1Î MOV H,D fHL = ADDRESS OF DATA 
209D 6B MOV L,E 
209E 23 SCL2Î INK H }POINT TO HIGH BYTE 
209F 23 INX H 
20AO 7E MOV A, M 
20 A1 A1 ANA C y MASK 
20A2 B8 CMP B rOQ? 
20A3 CAAA20 J2 SCBI 
20A6 B9 CMP C fll? 
20A7 C2B820 JNZ SCB5 y DONE IF NOT 00 OR 11, 
20AA 23 SCBi: INX H fNEXT WORD 
20AB AF XRA A 
20AC BD CMP L 
20AD C29E20 JNZ SCL2 
20B0 CDEC20 CALL SHIFT3 fSHIFT LEFT 
20B3 FEFO CP I OFOH fMAX SHIFT IS IS BITS 
20B5 C29C20 JNZ SCLl J TRY AGAIN 
20B8 3A9701 SCB5Î LDA TSCALE 
20BB C9 RET 
î SCALEC SUBROUTINEî 
i THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES THE A & B COEFFICIENTS IN 
} BUFIO TO 3 BYTE WORDS, (RESULT IN 3 MSB'S OF THE 
f BYTES,) RETURNS SCALE FACTOR IN LOW NIBBLE OF A, 
} DESTROYS: ALL, 
SCALECI 
20BC OICOOO LXI BfOCOH fB=00ir C=CO 
20BF AF XRA A 
20C0 329701 STA TSCALE rTSCALE = 0 
20C3 3A8F01 SCL3Î LDA BUFlO+4 rHIGH BYTE 0 
20C6 A1 ANA C ÎMASK 
20C7 B8 CMP B fOO? 
20C8 CACF20 JZ SCB3 
20CB B9 CMP C îll? 
A COEFF 
20CC C2E32Ô JNZ SCB2 ; DONE IF NOT 00 OR 11 
20CF 3A9401 SCB3 : LDA BUFLO+9 ;B COEFF 
20D2 Ai ANA C r MASK 
20D3 B9 CMP C F 11? 
20D4 CADB20 JZ SCB4 
20D7 B8 CMP B 5 00? 
20D8 C2E320 JNZ SCB2 FDONE IF NOT 00 OR 11 
20DB CD0621 SCB4: CALL SHIFTS YSHIFT LEFT 
20DE FEOF CP I OFH )MAX SHIFT IS 15 BITS 
20E0 C2C320 JNZ SCL3 rSHIFT AGAIN? 
20E3 3A9701 CCB2Î LDA TSCALE 
20E6 C9 RET 
F SHIFT1 SUBROUTINE! 
» THIS SUBROUTINE SHIFTS THE BYTE POINTED AT BY HL 
f ON BIT LEFT» THE CARRY IN IS SHIFTED IN THE LSB. 
i  CARRY OUT IS RETURNED. 
'F INCREMENTS HL 
Î DESTROYS: A 
SHIFT!I 
20E7 7E MOV A,M 
20E8 17 RAL 
20E9 77 MOV My A 
20EA 23 INX H 
20EB C9 RET 
F SHIFT3 SUBROUTINE: 
F THIS SUBROUTINE SHIFTS THREE BYTE WORDS LEFT ONE BIT, 
F DE POINTS TO THE FIRST WORD* 
'F STOPS WHEN LOW ADDRESS BYTE OF NEXT WORD IS ZERO* 
F DESTROYS: A,H,L* 
20EC 6 2  
20ED 6B 
SHIFTS: 
MOV HFD FHL = ADDRESS OF DATA 
MOV L,E 
20EE AF SHL1Î XRA A J CLEAR CARRY 
20EF CDE720 CALL SHIFT1 fLOW BYTE 
20F2 CDE720 CALL SHIFTl 
20F5 CDE720 CALL SHIFT! fHIGH BYTE 
20F8 AF XRA A rDONE YET? 
20F9 BD CMP L 
20FA C2EE20 JNZ SHLl 
20FD 3A9701 LDA TSCALE fINCREMENT HIGH 
2100 C610 AD I lOH 
2102 329701 STA TSCALE 
2105 C9 RET 
T SHIFTS SUBROUTINE: 
F THIS SUBROUTINE SHIFTS THE TWO FIVE BIT WORDS IN 
F BUFIO LEFT ONE BIT, 
F DESTROYS; A,D,E,H,L. 
SHIFTS? 
2106 218B01 LXI H,BUFIO 
2109 1E02 MVI E,2 ;COUNTER 
21 OB 1605 SHL3Î MVI D,5 ;COUNTER 
210D AF XRA A J CLEAR CARRY 
210E CDE720 SHL2Î CALL SHIFTl ;SHIFT ONE BYTE LEF 
2111 15 DCR D 
2112 C20E21 JNZ SHL2 
2115 ID DCR E 
2116 C20B21 JNZ SHL3 ; SHIFT SECOND WORD 
2119 3A9701 LDA TSCALE 
211C 3C INR A 
21 ID 329701 STA TSCALE 
2120 C9 RET 
I SAVEC SUBROUTINE: 
; THIS SUBROUTINE SAVES THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS AND 
; THE SCALE FACTOR IN THE TEMPORARY BUFFER. 
; A CONTAINS THE SCALE FACTOR, 
F HL POINTS TO THE TEMPORARY BUFFER* 
T INCREMENTS HL BY 7» 
? DESTROYS: A,BYC,D,E* 
SAVEC: 
2.121 329701 STA TSCALE y SAVE SCALE FACTOR 
2124 118F01 LXI DFBUFLO+4 5HIGH BYTE OF A COEFF 
2127 0602 MVI B»2 ;COUNTER 
2129 0E03 SAL2Î MVI C,3 FCOUNTER 
212B LA SALl: LDAX D fTRANSFER DATA TO TBUFF 
212C 77 MOV M Y A 
212D 23 INX H 
212E IB DCX D 
212F OD DCR C 
2130 C22B21 JNZ SALI 
2133 119401 LXI DFBUFLO+9 FH COEFFICIENT POINTER 
2136 05 DCR B 
2137 C22921 JNZ SAL2 
213A 3A9701 LDA TSCALE Y STORE SCALE FACTOR 
213D 77 MOV M,A 
213E 23 INX H 
213F C9 RET 
F TRANSB SUBROUTINE: 
F THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFERS TBUFF TO BUFF 
F PREPARATION FOR DISK TRANSFER. 
i  destroys:  A,ByCyD,E. 
TRANSB: 
2140 E5 PUSH H 
2141 210301 LXI H yTBUFF yADDRESS 
2144 118000 LXI DFBLIFF ÎADDRESS 
2147 0680 MVI BTBOH RCOUNTER 
2149 7E TLI: MOV ARM ÎTRANSFER 
214A 12 STAX D 
214B 23 INX H 
214C 13 I NX D 
214 D 05 DCR B 
214E C24921 JN2 TLl 
2151 El POP H 
2152 C9 RET 
f FILEMK SUBROUTINE: 
f CREEATES A FILE DEFINED D 
; DES TROYS : A 
FILEMK: 
2153 E5 PUSH H 
2154 D5 PUSH D 
2155 C5 PUSH B 
2156 115C00 LXI DfFCB 
2159 0E16 MVI C,MAKEF 
215B CD0500 CALL BDOS 
215E CI POP B 
215F D1 POP D 
2160 El POP H 
2161 FEFF CP I 255 fCHECK FOR 
2163 CO RNZ 
2164 CD0F22 CALL PHEX fERROR HAS 
2167 21D502 LXI HfHME 5 PR I NT MES! 
216A CDE121 CALL PRBUF 
216D FF RST 7 
FCB 
o Ul 
ERRORS 
OCCURFII 
7 FILEQP SUBROUTINE! 
i  OPENS A FILE DEFINED BY FCB 
} DESTROYS: A 
2J.6E 
216F 
2.170 
2171 
FILEOPÎ 
E5 
D5 
C5 
115C00 
PUSH 
PUSH 
PUSH 
LXI 
H 
D  
B  
Dr FCB 
2.1.74 OEOF MVl CfûPENF 
2176 CD0500 CALL BDOS 
2179 FEFF CPI 255 ? CHECK FOR ERRORS 
217B C28821 JN2 OPNOK 
217E CD0F22 CALL PHEX fERROR QCCURËD 
2181 21E302 LXI HïMQE SPRINT ERROR MESSAGE 
2184 CDE121 CALL PRBUF 
2187 FF RST 7 
2188 AF OPNOK; XRA A 
2189 327C00 STA FCBCR 
218C Cl POP B 
21SD D1 POP D 
218E El POP H 
2.1.8F C9 RET 
F FILECL SUBROUTINE} 
Î CLOSES FILE DEGINED BY FCB 
Î DESTROYS: A 
FILECL: 
2190 ES PUSH 
2191 D5 PUSH 
2192 es PUSH 
2193 115C00 LXI 
2196 OEIO MVI 
2198 CD0500 CALL 
219B Cl POP 
219C D1 POP 
219D El POP 
219E FEFF CPI 
21A0 CO RNZ 
21A1 CD0F22 CALL 
21A4 21EF02 LXI 
21A7 CDE121 CALL 
21AA FF RST 
H 
D 
B 
D,FCB 
CYCLOSEF 
BDOS 
B 
D 
H 
255 ÎCHECK FOR ERRORS 
PHEX Î ERROR QCCURËD 
HFHCE FPRINT ERROR MESSAGE 
F'RBUF 
f FILERD SUBROUTINE: 
F READS ONE BLOCK FROM DISK. 
I BLOCK DEFINED BY FCB 
F DESTROYS: A 
FILERD: 
21AB E5 PUSH H 
21 AC D5 PUSH D 
2 IAD C5 PUSH B 
21AE 0E14 MVI CtREADF 
21 BO 115C00 LXI Dr FCB 
21B3 CD05Ô0 CALL BDOS 
21B6 CI POP B 
21B7 D1 POP D 
21B8 El POP H 
21B9 FEOO CPI 0 
21BB C8 R2 
21BC CD0F22 CALL PHEX 
21BF 21BD02 LXI H,MRE 
21C2 CDE121 CALL PRBUF 
21C5 FF RST 7 
? CHECK FOR ERRORS 
/MESSAGE: READ ERROR 
o 
-J 
F FILEWR SUBROUTINE: 
F WRITES ONE BLOCK ONTO DISK. 
F BLOCK DEFINED BY FCB 
} DESTROYS: A 
FILEWR: 
21C6 E5 PUSH H 
21C7 D5 PUSH D 
21C8 C5 PUSH B 
21C9 0E15 MVI CFRITEF 
21CB 115C00 LXI DRFCB 
21 CE CD0500 CALL BDOS 
21D1 CI POP B 
21D2 D1 POP D 
21D3 El PUP 
21D4 FEOO CPI 
21D6 C8 RZ 
21D7 CD0F22 CALL 
21DA 210802 LXI 
21DD CDEi21 CALL 
21E0 FF" AST 
H 
0 ; CHECK FOR ERRORS 
PHEX FERROR OCCURED 
HFMWE ? PRINT ERROR MESSAGE 
PRBUF 
F PRBUF SUBROUTINE: 
; PRINTS A MESSAGE POINTED AT BY ML, 
r DESTROYS: HL,A 
PRBUF Î 
21 El 7E MOV A»M 
21E2 CD2322 PRi: CALL PCHAR ; PRINT A CHAR 
21E5 23 I NX H 
21E 6 7E MOV A,M ?GET NEXT CHAR 
21E7 FE40 CP I ÎDONE IF 
21E9 C2E221 JNZ PRl 
21EC CD3022 CALL CRLF 
21EF C9 RET 
} GET2 SUBROUTINE: 
Î READS 2 NUMBERS FROM CONSOLE* 
; DESTROYS: A 
GET2: 
PUSH B 
CALL GETCH RGET FIRST CHAR 
AN! OFH FCONVERT TO ASCII 
RLC 
RLC 
RLC 
RLC 
MOV C,A ; STORE FIRST NUMBER 
21F0 C5 
21F1 CD0322 
21F4 E60F 
21F6 07 
2IF7 07 
21F8 07 
21F9 07 
21FA 4F 
21FB CD0322 CALL 
21FE E60F ANI 
2200 81 ADD 
2201 CI POP 
2202 C9 RET 
GETCH FGET SECOND NUM. 
OFH TCONVERT TO ASCII 
C J COMBINE 2 NUMBERS 
B 
(RESULT IS IN A 
F GETCH SUBROUTINE: 
T GETS 1 CHAR FROM CONSOLE, ECHO TO CONSOLE, 
T AND RETURN CHAR IN A 
F DESTROYSÎ A 
GETCHÎ 
2203 ES PUSH H 
2204 D5 PUSH D 
2205 C5 PUSH B 
2206 OEOl MVI C,READC 
2208 CD0500 CALL BDOS 
220B CI POP B 
220C D1 POP D 
220D El POP H 
220E C9 RET 
} PHEX SUBROUTINE: 
; PRINTS HEX VALUE OF A 
I DESTROYS: A 
PHEX: 
220F F5 PUSH PSW 
2210 OF RRC 
2211 OF RRC 
2212 OF RRC 
2213 OF RRC 
2214 CD1C22 CALL PNIB 
2217 F1 POP PSW 
2218 CD1C22 CALL PNIB 
22 IB C9 RET 
RPRINT HIGH NIBBLE 
SPRINT LOW NIBBLE 
F F-'NIB SUBROUFLNLÎ 
J PRINTS HEX VALUE OF LOW NIBBLE OF A 
; DESTROYSÎ A 
PNIBÎ 
221C CD3B22 CALL ASCII ;CONVER 
22 IF CD2322 CALL PCHAR 
2222 C9 RET 
Î PCHAR SUBROUTINE; 
} PRINTS THE ASCII CHAR 
i DESTROYS: A 
PCHAR: 
2223 E5 PUSH H 
2224 D5 PUSH D 
2225 C5 PUSH B 
2226 0E02 MVI C,RITEC fWRITE I 
2228 5F MOV E,A 
2229 CD0500 CALL BDOS 
222C CI POP B 
222D D1. POP D 
222E El POP H 
222F C9 RET 
LOW NIB TO ASCII 
IN A 
M O 
CHARACTER 
2230 3E0A 
2232 CD232? 
2235 3E0D 
2237 CD2322 
223A C9 
CRLF: 
CRÎ 
f CRLF SUBROUTINE: 
i  CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINE FEED 
f  DESTROYSÎ A 
MVI 
CALL 
MVI 
CALL 
RET 
AfOAH 
PCHAR 
AfODH 
PCHAR 
FLINE FEED 
;CARG* RETURN 
I ASCII SUBROUTINEÎ 
T TH;CS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS THE LOW NIBBLE OF A 
F TO ASCII. 
F RESULT IS STORED IN A 
ASCIIÎ 
223B E60F ANI OFH fHASK 
223D FEOA CP I 10 
223F D24522 JNC AS! 
2242 C630 AD I '0' rNUM <= 9 
2244 C9 RET 
2245 C637 AS1Î AD I A" -10 ÎNUM => 10 
2247 C9 RET 
i  TINC SUBROUTINE: 
f  T H I S  SUBROUTINE INCREMENTS THE TIME BY 10 SECONDS, 
F DESTROYS: A* 
TINC J 
2248 E5 PUSH H 
2249 218701 LXI H?TIMES J SECONDS 
224C 7E MOV A,M 
224D C 6 1 0  AD I l O H  rADD 10 SECONDS 
224F FE60 CP I 60H 
2251 DA6E22 JC TIBl 
2254 C6A0 ADI OAOH ? SUBTRACT 60 SECONDS 
2256 77 MOV Ms-A 
2257 2B DCX H 
2258 7E MOV A,M fMINUTES 
2259 C601 ADI 1 
225B 27 DAA 
225C FE60 CP I 60H 
225E DA6E22 JC TIBl 
2261 AF XRA A ? RESET MINUTES 
2262 77 MOV M,A 
2263 2B DCX H 
2264 7E MOV A/M 
2265 C601 AD I 1 
2267 27 DAA 
2268 FE24 CP I 24H 
226A DA6E22 JC TIDl 
226D A F XRA A 
226E 77 TIBU MOV M J A 
226F El POP H 
2270 C9 RET 
îHOURS 
(RESET HOURS 
Î f-'TIHE SUBROUTINE: 
J THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE TIME ON THE CONSOLE, 
î DESTROYS* A 
PÏIMEÎ 
2271 3A8501 LDA TIMEH ; HOURS 
2274 CD0F22 CALL PHEX 
2277 3E3A MVI A,": ' 
2279 CD2322 CALL PCHAR 
227C 3A8601 LDA TIMEM ; MINUTES 
227F CD0F22 CALL PHEX 
2282 3E3A MVI A,'X 
2284 CD2322 CALL PCHAR 
2287 3A8701 LDA TIMES fSECONDS 
228A CD0F22 CALL PHEX 
228D C9 RET 
i  PSEiVEN SUBROUTINE î 
F THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE LAST SEVEN BYTES 
î STORED IN TBUFF WHICH ARE THE LAST SET OF COEFFICIENTS, 
F HL POINTS TO TBUFF" 
R DESTROYS: A,B,C. 
228E 3E07 
PSEVENÎ 
MVI A,7 TDECREMENT TBUFF POINTER. 
2290 2B PSL 3 î DCX M 
2291 3D DCR A 
2292 C29022 JNZ PSL3 
2295 0602 MVI B»2 
2297 0E03 PSL 1Î hVI C,3 
2299 3E20 MVI Af ' ' 
229B CD2322 CALL PCHAR 
229E 7E PSL 2* MOV AfM 
229F CD0F22 CALL PHEX 
22A2 23 INX H 
22A3 OD DCR C 
22A4 C29E22 JNZ PSL2 
22 A 7 05 DCR B 
22A8 C29722 JNZ PSLi 
22AB 3E20 MVI A, ' ' 
22AD CD2322 CALL PCHAR 
22B0 7E MOV A, M 
22B1 CD0F22 CALL PHEX 
22B4 23 INX H 
22B5 C9 RET 
îCOUNTER 
iCOUNTER 
;PRINT SCALE 
f TRANSF SUBROUTINEt 
Î THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFERS DATA FROM 
; FILES TO A SECOND DISK IN 
r SEQUENTIAL SECTORS AND TRACS BEGINNING 
î WITH TRAC 1, AND SECTOR 1» 
f DESTROYSî ALL 
TRANSFî 
22B6 F3 DI 
22B7 319A02 LXI SPySTKTOP 
22BA CDE41E CALL INITFN ;ENTER FILE NAME 
22BD 3E01 MVi Aïi ?IN1T TRACK l SECTOR 
22BF 328301 STA TRAC 
22C2 328401 STA SECT 
22C5 CDD822 TR6Î CALL GETD J8ET ONE FILE (5K) 
22C8 CDF822 CALL PUTD iSTORE FILE 
22CB 3A6500 LDA FCBFT iNEXT FILE 
22CE 3C INR A 
22CF 326500 STA FCBFT 
22D2 FE59 CP I 'Y' 
22D4 C2C522 JNZ TR6 
22D7 FF RST 7 
i  GETD SUBROUTINE! 
f READS ONE 5K FILE FROM DISK 
i  STORES IT IN TRBUF • 
f DESTROYS: ALL 
GETD: 
22D8 210007 LXI HfTRBUF ? STORAGE BUFFER 
22DB 0E28 MVI C,40 MO BLOCKS - 5K 
22DD CD6E21 CALL FILEOP 5OPEN FILE 
22EÔ CDAB21 TR2Î CALL FILERD yREAD A BLOCK (128 BYTE 
22E3 118000 LXI D»BUFF fDATA ADDRESS 
22E6 0680 MVI B,80H ?128 BYTES TO TRANSFER 
22E8 lA TRi; LDAX D 
22E9 77 MOV M* A fTRANSFER 
22EA 13 I NX D 
22EB 23 INX H 
22EC 05 DCR B 
22ED C2ES22 JNZ TRI 
22F0 OD DCR C ÎNEXT BLOCK 
22F.t C2E022 JNZ TR2 
22F4 CD9021 CALL FILECL 
22F7 C9 RET 
T PUTD SUBROUTINEÎ 
Î THIS SUBROUTINE STORES THE DATA 
; ON ANOTHER DISK IN SEQUENTIAL SECTORS 
T AND TRACKS, 
I DESTROYS: ALL 
PUTDÎ 
22F8 3E2S MVI Ay40 
22FA 328801 STA COUNT 
22FD OEOl MVI C,1 
22FF CD1B4E CALL SELDSK 
2302 018000 LXI Br BUFF 
2305 CD244E CALL SETDMA 
2308 210007 LXI H,TRBUF 
230B 118000 LXI DtBUFF 
230E 0602 TR13Î MVI B,2 
2310 3E03 TRLlî MVI A,3 
2312 CDA023 CALL BLANKS 
2315 7E MOV A,M 
2316 CD8623 CALL DECHEX 
2319 12 STAX D 
231A 13 INX D 
23 IB 23 I NX H 
231C 05 DCR B 
23 ID C21023 JNZ TRLl 
2320 0E12 MVI Cyl8 
2322 C5 TRL4 ; PUSH B 
2323 0602 MVI B»2 
2325 3E01 TRL3Î MVI Afl 
2327 CDA023 CALL BLANKS 
232A 0E03 MVI C,3 
232C 7E TRL2Î MOV A * M 
232D 23 INX H 
232E 12 STAX D 
232F 13 INX D 
2330 OD DCR C 
2331 C22C23 JNZ TRL2 
2334 05 DCR B 
2335 C22523 JNZ TRL3 
2338 3E03 MVI A, 3 
233A CDA023 CALL BLANKS 
f80 BLOCKS (lOK) TO TRANSFER 
y SELECT DISK B 
JSET MEMORY TRANSFER ADDRESS 
ÎDATA ADDRESS 
KiATA ADDRESS 
;  T R A N S F E R  H R  &  M I N  
73 BLANK BYTES 
;CONVERT DEC A TO HEX A 
fDONE WITH HR & MIN? 
: COUNTER FOR IS (A,B,MAG) SETS 
OUTPUT A,BfMAG 
1 BLANK BYTE 
3 BYTES OF HEX A OR B 
ALL THREE BYTES? 
BOTH A & B? 
NOW STORE MAG 
233 D 7E MOV A, M 
233E 23 I NX H 
233F 47 MOV B,A 
2340 IF RAR 
2341 IF RAR 
2342 IF RAR 
2343 IF RAR 
2344 E60F AN I OFH 
2346 4F MOV C,A 
2347 78 MOV A,B 
2348 E60F ANI OFH 
234A 81 ADD C 
234B 12 STAX D 
234 C 13 I NX- D 
234D CI POP B 
234E OD DCR C 
234F CA5A23 JZ TR16 
2352 AF XRA A 
2353 BB CMP E 
2354 C22223 JN2 TRL4 
2357 C36123 JMP TR17 
235A AF TR16Î XRA A 
235B 12 STAX D 
235C 13 I NX D 
235D BB CMP E 
235E C25A23 JNZ TR16 
2361 118000 TR17; LXI DJ BUFF 
2364 cs PUSH B 
2365 CDAB23 CALL STS 
2368 E5 PUSH H 
2369 CD2A4E CALL WRITE 
23ÔC El POP H 
236D CDBE23 CALL INCTS 
2370 AF XRA A 
2371 CI POP B 
2372 B9 CMP C 
; ADD HIGH & LOW BYTES 
y MASK HIGH BYTE 
; MASK LOW BYTE 
ADD HIGH & LOW 
DONE WITH 13 SETS? 
FULL BUFFER 
SET END OF BUFFER TO BLANK 
SET TRACK & SECTOR 
WRITE BUFF TO DISK 
INC TRACK & SECTOR 
DONE WITH 16 SETS? 
2373 C22223 JNZ 
2376 3A8801 LDA 
2379 3D DCR 
237A 328901 STA 
237D C20E23 JNZ 
2380 OEOO MVI 
2382 CD1B4E CALL 
2385 C9 RET 
TRL4 
COUNT ÎDONE YET? 
A 
COUNT 
TR13 
C,0 ÎSELECT DRIVE A 
SELDSK 
r HECHEX SUBROUTINE: 
F CONVERTS DECIMAL A TO HEX A 
F DESTROYSÎ A 
DECHEXÎ 
2386 C5 PUSH B 
2387 47 MOV B,A 
2388 IF RAR 
2389 IF RAR 
238A IF RAR 
238B IF RAR 
238C E6ÛF ANI OFH 
238E CA9D23 JZ DHl 
2391 4F MOV CxA 
2392 78 MOV A,B 
2393 E60F ANI OFH 
2395 C60A D H 2 t  AD I OAH 
2397 OD DCR C 
2398 C29523 JNZ DH2 
239B CI POP B 
239C C9 RET 
239D 78 DHi: MOV AfB 
239E Ci POP B 
239F C9 RET 
»MASK 
?HIGH 
HIGH 
= 0? 
BYTE 
ÎHÏGH DIGIT == 01 
1 BLANKS SUBROUTINE: 
i STORES "A" BLANK «nEii J.N AD OP 
^ AND INCREMENTS DE EACH 11Mb 
i DtlSTROYS; Ay INCREMENTS: Dt 
BLANKS: 
23A0 C5 PUSH B 
23A1 47 MOV B,A 
23A2 AF XRA A 
23A3 12 BLlî STAX D 
23A4 1.3 I NX .0 
23A5 05 DCR B 
23A6 C2A323 JNZ BLl 
23A9 CI POP B 
23AA C9 RET 
STS; 
i  STs SUBROUTINE; 
i  SET TRACK AND SLCTOR 
f DESTROYS I A,B,C 
23AB E5 PUSH fl 
23AC D5 PUSH D 
23AD 3A8301 LDA TRAC 
23B0 4F MOV Cr A 
23B1 CD1E4E CALL SETTRK 
23B4 3A8401 LDA SECT 
23B7 4F MOV CFA 
23B8 CD214E CALL SETSEC 
23BB D1 POP D 
23BC El POP H 
23BD C9 RET 
00 
f INCTS SUBROUTINE 
f INCREMENTS TRACK & SECTOR 
i DESTROYSÎ A 
23BE 3A8401 INCTSÎ LDA SECT 
23C1 3C INR A 
23C2 FEIB CP I 27 
23C4 C2D023 JNZ TR14 
23C7 3A8301 LDA TRAC 
23CA 3C INR A 
23CB 328301 STA TRAC 
23CE 3E01 MVI All 
23D0 328401 TR14: STA SECT 
23D3 C9 RET 
f SUBROUTINE MULTlét 
f THIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES TWO 16 BIT 2'S COMPLEMENl 
f NUMBERS A1 AND Bl. THE 2'S COMPLEMENT 32 BIT RESULT 
7 IS STORED IN PARI, 
i  DESTROYSÎ ALL REGISTERS, 
MULT16I 
23D4 010000 L X I  BfOOH rUSE B TO INDICATE SIGN OF PRODUCT 
;C=0 TO CALL COMPHL 
23D7 2A9A02 LHLJi A1 fCHECK SIGN OF MULTIPLIER 
23DA 7C MOV A,H 
23DB 17 RAL 
23DC D2E623 JNC BMi ÎJMP IF POS NUMBER 
23DF CD1224 CALL COMPHL ;2'S COMPLEMENT OF HL (Al) 
23E2 229A02 SHLW A1 
23E5 04 INR B 
23E6 2A9C02 BMi; LHLD B1 » CHECK SIGN OF MULTIPLICAND 
23E9 7C MOV A,H 
23EA 17 RAL 
23EB D2F523 JNC BM2 fJMP IF POS 
23EE CD1224 CALL COMPHL ;2'S COMP OF HL (Bl) 
23F1 229C02 SHLD h i  
23F4 04 INR B 
23F5 C5 B M 2 i  PUSH B 
23F6 CD1B24 CALL DMULT 
23F9 CI POP B 
23FA 3E01 MVI AfOlH rTEST REGISTER B 
23FC AO ANA B fB ODD =: NEG RESULT, Ï i EVEN = POS 
23FD C8 RZ ?RETURN IF EVEN (POS) 
23FE 2A9E02 LHLD PARI rCOMPLEMENT RESULT IF ODD ( N E G )  
2401 37 STC 
2402 CD1224 CALL COMPHL fLOW 2 BYTES 
2405 229E02 SHLD PARI 
2408 2AA002 LHLD PARlf2 ÎHIGH 2 BYTES 
240B CD1224 CALL COMPHL 
240E 22A002 SHLD PARU 2 
2411 C9 RET 
> SUBROUTINE COMPHLî 
f THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES TML COMr OF HL. 
; REG C MUST BE SET TO ZERO BY THE CALLING PROGRAM, 
i  IF THE CARRY FLAG WAS SET, 2'S COMP RESULTS 
f  I F  THE CARRY FLAG WAS CLEAR I'S COMP RESULTS •-
to 
o 
COMPHLÎ 
2412 7D MOV A»L 
2413 2F CMA 
2414 89 ADC C 
2415 6 F  MOV Lf A 
2416 7C MOV A,H 
2417 2F CMA 
2418 8 9  ADC C 
2419 6 7  MOV H,A 
241A C9 RET 
DOUBLE MULTIPLICATION 
32 BIT POSITIVE RESULT 
PRQMRÎ A MICHALICEK 
MULTIPLIES [A1]*[B1] 
PRODUCT IN [[PARI]] 
(ABOVE REFERS TO DOUBLE MEMORY LOCATIONS) 
ALL REGISTERS ARE MODIFIED 
i  MONITOR ROUTINES CALLEDi NONE 
; EXTERNAL PROGRAMS REQUIREDÎ NONE 
24J.B 2A9C02 
241E 44 
24IF 4D 
2420 2A9A02 
2423 EB 
2424 210000 
2427 ES 
2428 3E10 
DMULT needs 8 faytes of R/W memory. A1 is 2 bytes lona 
and holds the multiplier* B1 is 2 bytes long and holds 
the multiplican. The product is stored in a 4 byte 
location addressed by PARI, The program assumes 8030 
storage convention y such that the least significant byte 
is on the left (PARI) and the most significant byte is 
on the right (PARl+3), 
The multirlican is in the BC register pair. The multiplier 
is in DE, The lower 16 bits of the product are 
in HL and the upper 16 are on the stack. No call to memory 
is made during calculation. Memory is used only for initial 
and final storage. 
DMULT: 
LHLIi 
NOV 
MOV 
LHLD 
XCHlS 
LXI 
PUSH 
MVI 
B1 
B,H 
C»L 
A1 
H,0 
H 
A,16 
to 
f BRING IN MULTIPLICAN 
f MOVE TO BC 
} BRING IN MULTIPLIER 
J STORE ZERO IN ST & HL 
; SET LOOP COUNT 
DM5 Î 
242A E3 
242B 29 
242C E3 
242D 29 
242E D23424 
2431 E3 
2432 23 
2433 E3 
XTHL 
DAD 
XTHL 
DAD 
JNC 
XTHL 
INX 
XTHL 
H 
H 
DM10 
H 
f SHIFT UPPER PRODUCT LEFT 
f SHIFT LOWER PRODUCT LEFT 
r CHECK FOR BIT OUT 
Î MOVE BIT, IF ANY, INTO 
} UPPER PRODUCT 
DM10 î 
2434 EB XCHG > CHECK MULTIPLIER BIT 
2435 29 DAD H y SHIFT LEFT 
2436 EB XCHG T OVERFLOW REMAINS IN CARRY 
2437 D24124 JNC DM20 T SKIP IF NO MULTIPLIER 
243A 09 DAD B F ADD IN MULTIPLICAN 
243B D24124 JNC DM20 r CHECK FOR OVERFLOW 
243E E3 XTHL f ADD IN OVERFLOW IF ANY 
243F 23 INX H 
2440 E3 XTHL 
DM20 i 
• » 1 4 4 Z D  A#» I#/ é 1 / J /..• f • i Uw* • W 'mj 1 V i 
2442 C22A24 JNZ DM5 f LOOP 16 TIMES 
2445 229E02 SHLD PARI f STORE LOWER PRODUCT 
2448 El POP H ? STORE UPPER PRODUCT 
2449 22A002 SHLD PARl+2 
24 4 C C9 RET 
f SUBROUTINE SCOPE! 
F THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE SAMPLED DATA 
f ON THE SCOPE, DACl IS THE ANALOG SIGNAL, 
r DAC2 IS THE TRIGGER. 
r DE POINTS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE DATA, 
} DESTROYS! NOTHING, 
SCOPE: 
244D F 5 PUSH PSW 
244E C5 PUSH B 
244F E5 PUSH H 
2450 D5 PUSH D 
2451 21A001 LXI HJOIAOH fDISPLAY TIME COUNTER 
2454 ES SCP3Î PUSH H 
2455 210000 LXI HFOOOOH J OUTPUT ZERO 
2458 2 2 F 6 E F  SHLD DACl 
245B 210002 LXI H,0200H 
245E AF XRA A 
245F 2B SCP4 Î DCX H 
2460 BC CMP H 
2461 C25F24 JNZ SCP4 
2464 210103 LXI HrSOlH 
2467 22F4EF SHLIi DAC2 
246A 21FF07 LXI H,7FFH 
246D 22F4EF SHLIi DAC2 
2470 13 SCP2: INX D 
2471 lA LDAX D 
2472 4F MOV Cf A 
2473 13 INX D 
2474 lA LDAX D 
2475 13 INX D 
2476 2604 MVI H,4 
2478 IF SCP1Î RAR 
2479 47 MOV B> A 
247A 79 MOV A'C 
247B IF RAR 
247C 4F MOV CrA 
247D 78 MOV A,B 
247E 25 DCR H 
247F C27824 JNZ SCPl 
2482 69 MOV L,C 
2483 60 MOV H,B 
2484 22F6EF SHLD DACl 
2487 AF XRA A 
2488 BB CMP E 
2489 C27024 JNZ SCP2 
248C El POP H 
248D D1 POP D 
248E D5 PUSH D 
248F 2B DCX H 
2490 BC CMP H 
2491 C25424 JNZ SCP3 
DELAY BETWEEN OUTPUTS 
TRIGGER PULSE 
OUTPUT ONE WORD 
2'ND BYTE IS THE LOW BYTE* 
3'RD BYTE IS THE HIGH BYTE* 
NEXT WORD 
SHIFT COUNTER. 
SHIFT WORD LEFT 4  TIMES 
4 SHIFTS YET? 
OUTPUT WORD 
LAST WORD? 
DONE YET? 
2494 67 MOV 
2495 6 F  MOV 
2496 22F6EF SHLD 
2499 D1 POP 
249A El POP 
249B CI POP 
249C F1 POP 
249D C9 RET 
H,A 
L f A 
DACl ÎSET OUTPUT TO ZERO, 
D 
H 
B 
PSW 
ÎOR RST 7 (FF) 
COLECT SUBROUTINE; 
THIS SUBROUTINE COLLECTS DATA POINTS AND ADDS 
THEM TO MEMORY, 
REGISTER B CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF CYCLES IN ,6 SEC, 
REGISTER DE CONTAINS THE STORAGE BUFFER ADDRESS 
DESTROYS: A,B,C,H,L, 
F8D0 
COLECT: 
ORG 0F8D0H 
F8D0 62 MOV H,D FHL = ADDRESS OF 
F8D1 6B MOV LFE 
F8D2 3AFCEF CLl: LDA STATUS rWAIT TILL POINT 
F8D5 17 RAL 
F8D6 D2D2F8 JNC CLl 
F8D9 3AFDEF LDA ADCLO JADD LOW BYTE TO 
F8DC 86 ADD M 
F9DD 77 MOV M,A J STORE LOW BYTE 
F8DE 23 I NX H 
F8DF 3AFËEF LDA ADCHI f2'ND BYTE 
F3E2 4F MOV CfA 7SAVE SIGN INFO 
F8E3 9E ADC M 
F8E4 77 MOV M, A fSTORE 2'ND BYTE 
F8E5 23 INX H 
F8E6 7E MOV AyM ; THIRD BYTE 
F8E7 CEOO ACI 0 ÎADD CARRY 
F8E9 77 MOV M,A 
F8EA 3E80 MVI A,80H 
K) 
F8EC B9 CMP C 
F8ED D2F1F8 JNC CBI 
F8F0 35 DCR M 
F8F1 23 CBi; INX H 
F8F2 AF XRA A 
F8F3 BD CMP L 
F8F4 C2D2F8 JNZ CLl 
F8F7 05 DCR B 
F8F8 C2D0F8 JNZ COL 
F8FB C9 RET 
F8FC END 
/POSITIVE NUM IF NO CARRY 
^DECREMENT HIGH BYTE (ADD FFH) 
#END OF CYCLE? 
ÎGET NEXT POINT 
ÎDONE YET? OR NEXT CYCLE? 
(O 
cn 
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XIII. APPENDIX C: PHASE PROCESSING PROGRAM 
/• THOMAS J. ESSENMACHER 
/• OMEGA DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM 
*/ 
*/ 
-OMEGA: PROCEDURE OPTIONS(MAIN)Î 
DCL (HOUR. /» HOUR LOOP COUNTER »/ 
BLOCK, /* BLOCK LOOP COUNTER (1 BLOCK CONTAINS 9 FRAMES)*/ 
FRAME, /* FRAME LOOP COUNTER (NINE PER BLOCK) */ 
COEF, /* 116-1/3 AND 11.05 KHZ. COEFFICIENT LOOP COUNTER*/ 
PJ, /* POINTER »/ 
POINTER) /* POINTER */ 
FIXED DEC, 
(A, /* A COEFFICIENT •/ 
B, /• B COEFFICIENT */ 
AAVG(2), /• AVERAGE A COEFFICIENT */ 
3AVG(2), /* AVERAGE 8 COEFFICIENT */ 
SCALE, /* MAGNITUDE SCALING COEFFICIENT */ 
C0RECT(2), /* CLOCK DRIFT AND RECEIVER DRIFT CORRECTION •/ 
LANG(2), /• WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF PREVIOUS ANGLES •/ 
A_C0MP(2), /* ANGLE COMPENSATION */ 
FRACT, /• FRACTION OF COMPENSATION TO APPLY */ 
POINT, /<• NUMBER OF POINTS PROCESSED »/ 
P866, /4 P866 IS EQUAL TO SIN OF 120 DEGREES */ 
TA, /#' TEMP A REGISTER •/ 
FREQ3, /<( 11&1/3 KHZ •/ 
DELTA^FREQ) /<« DIFFERENCE IN SAMPLED FREQUENCIES */ 
FLOAT DEC, 
(LNEl, /O FIRST HALF OF LINE */ 
LNE2) /X SECOND HALF OF LINE */ 
CHAR(128), 
LINE /=> ONE LINE OF DATA (9 DATA FRAMES) */ 
CHAR(256); 
-/* DECLARE INPUT STRUCTURE */ 
DCL REC(2) CHAR(128) BASED(P); 
DCL OARTS(64) FIXED BIN(3l,0); 
DCL 1 DUM BASED(P), /* OVERLAY REC AND PARTS »/ 
-/* DECLARE 
DCL 1 
DCL 
2 IHR FIXED 
2 IMIN FIXED 
2 ITEMS(18), 
3 AI FIXED 
3 BI FIXED 
3 M FIXED 
OUTPUT STRUCTURES 
HEADING, 
BINOl ,0) . 
BIN(31*0}• 
6IN(31,0). 
BIN(31,0), 
BINOl,0) ; 
2 MONTH FIXED DEC, 
2 DAY FIXED DEC, 
2 COMP FLOAT DEC, 
2 T_COMP FLOAT DEC, 
2 FILL0R(4) FLOAT DEC 
2 FILLER(17) FIXED DEC 
DATA_FRAME, 
2 HR FIXED DEC, 
2 MIN FIXED DEC, 
2 SEC FIXED DEC, 
2 AC(2) FLOAT DEC, 
2 BC(2) FLOAT DEC, 
2 ANG(2) FLOAT DEC, 
2 MAG(2) FLOAT DEC, 
2 DELAY FLOAT DEC, 
2 C_ÀN6(2) FLOAT DEC, 
2 C_DELAY FLOAT DEC, 
2 AANG(2) FLOAT DEC 
2 ADELAY FLOAT DEC 
2 C_AANG(2) FLOAT DEC 
2 C_ADELAY FLOAT DEC 
INIT{(4)0), 
INIT((17)0) 
INIT({2)0), 
INIT(O), 
INIT((2)0), 
INIT(O); 
- DCL HE 
DCL OMEGAD RECORD OUTPUT: 
P = ADDRIPARTSd)) ; 
0/* INITIALIZE 
MONTH = 6; 
DAY = 25; 
COMP = .0001424; 
T_COMP = 0.0002556Î 
LANGd ) = 824.0; 
LANGC2) = -739.0; 
CORECTCL) = .035; 
C0RECT(2) = -.035; 
FREQ3 = 11333.23333; 
A_C0MP(1) = -360.0*T„C0MP*FREQ3; 
A_C0MP(2) = 360.0*T_i:OMP*l 1050.0 ; 
POINT = o.o; 
DELTAJFREQ = 0.102; /* .102 = (F2 - Fl)*360/(10**6) */ 
P866 = SIND(120); 
OPEN FILEIHEXFILE) INPUT RECORD SEQUENTIAL; 
WRITE FILE(CMEGAO) FROM (HEADING); 
PUT SKIP E0IT('ll&I/3 KHZ',*11.05 KHZ») 
(X(15).A,X(25)«A); 
PUT SKIP EDIT(« TIME A B ANG MAG 
PUT EOIT(*A B ANG MAG DELAY AVERAGE ANGLES')(A); 
PUT EDITC & DELAY COMP ANGLES & DELAY») (A); 
PUT SKIP; 
O/'K PROCESS DATA */ 
0/* PROCESS 24 HOURS OF DATA IN ONE HOUR SEGMENTS »/ 
DO HOUR = 1 TO 24; 
0 /* PROCESS 40 BLOCKS OF DATA */ 
DO BLOCK = 1 TO 4 0; 
READ FILE(HEXFILE) INTO (RECd)); 
READ FILE(HEXFILE) INTO (REC(2)); 
/* ADJUST FOR NIEG. NUMBERS */ 
DO PJ = 1 TO la; 
IF AKPJ) > 8388607 
THEN AI(PJ) = AKPJ) - 16777216; 
IF BI(PJ) > 8388607 
THEN 81(PJ) = 81(PJ) - 16777216; 
END; 
HR = IHR; 
MIN = IMIN; 
SEC = 30 - MOD(8LOCK,2)*30; 
A A V G  =  o . o ;  
B A V G  =  o . o ;  
POINTER = I; 
/* PROCESS 9 FRAMES 
DO FRAME = 1 TO 9; 
/* PROCESS 11>1/3 AND 11.05 COEFFICIENTS 
DO COEF = 1 TO 2; 
SCALE = 2**M(P0INTER); 
A = AI(P0INTER)/SCALE; 
B = 8I(P0INTER)/SCALE; 
MAG(COEF) = SQRT(A*A + 8*8): 
/* ROTATE 11&1/3 SO ALL ARE IN PHASE 
IF COEF = I & (SEC 0 I SEC 30) 
THEN DO; 
IF SEC = 10 I SEC = 40 
THEN 00; 
TA = -.5*A - B»P866; 
B = A*P866 - 8*.5; 
A = TA: 
END; 
IF :5EC = 20 1 SEC = 50 
THEN DO; 
TA = -«5*A + B»P866; 
B = -P866*A - 8*.5; 
A — TA ; 
END; 
END;; 
AC(COEF) " a; 
BC(COEF) :: B; 
ANG(COEF) = ATANOIB.A); 
DO WHILE CANGTCOEF) - LANG(COEF) > 180. 
ANG(COEEF) = ANG(COEF) - 360.0: 
END; 
00 WHILE (ANG(COEF) - LAN6CC0EF) < -180.0); 
ANG(COEF) = ANG(COEF) + 360.0: 
END; 
LANG(COEF) = LANG(COEF) + CORECT(COEF); 
IF MAG(COEF) > 80 
THEN LANG(COEF) =.04»ANG(C0EF) + .96*LANG(COEF)Î 
AAVG(COEF) = AAVG(COEF) + A; 
BAVG(COEFJ = 8AVG(C0EF) + B; 
POINTER = POINTER + I; 
END; 
DELAY = (ANG(L) + ANG(2))/DELTA_FREQ; 
POINT = POINT + L.O; 
FRACT = COMP»POINT/8640.0; 
C_ANG(I)=A_COMP(11-360.0»FRACT*FREQ3 + ANG(L); 
CIANG(2) = A_C0MP(2) + 360.0*FRACT*11050.0 + ANG(2); 
C_DELAY = (CIANG(I) + C_ANG(2))/DELTA_FREQ; 
PUT SKIP EDIT<HR,':',MIN,*:',SEC,AC(1),BC(1),ANG(1),MAG(1) 
AC(2).BC(2)•ANG(2)•MAG(2)«DELAY) 
(2(F(2),A),F(2), 
2(2(X(1)«F(6)),X(1).F(7«1},X(1)«F(6).X(2))« 
X(1)«F(8«2)}: 
IF FRAME = 9 
/* COMPUTE AVERAGE FOR LAST 9 FRAMES AND PRINT 
THEN DO; 
DO COEF = 1 TO 2; 
AANG(COEF) = ATAND(3AVG(C0EF),AAVG(COEF)); 
DO WHILE (AANG(COEF) - LANG(COEF) > 180.0); 
AANG(COEF) = AANG(COEF) - 360.0; 
END; 
00 WHILE (AANG(COEF) - LANG(COEF) < -180.0); 
AANG(COEF) = AANG(COEF) + 360.0; 
END; 
END; 
ADELAY = (AANG(L) + AANG(2))/OELTA_FREQ; 
C AANG(1)=A COMP(1)-360.0*FRACT*FREQ3 + AANG(L); 
C_AANG(2) = A_C0MP(2) + 360.0*FRACT*11050.0 + AANG(2); 
C_ADELAY = (C_AANG(1) + C_AANG(2))/DELTA_FREQ; 
PUT EDIT(AANG(l>TAANG(2).A0ELAY.C_AANG(l)TC_AANG(2j. 
C_ADELAY) 
(2(X(1),2(F(7,1),X(I)).F(8.2).X(1)N; 
END; 
WRITE FILE(OMEGAD) FROM COATA_FRAME)i 
SEC = SEC + :io; 
IF SEC > 59 
THEN DO; 
SEC = ÎÎ5C - 6o; 
MIN = WIN + 1 ; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END OMEGA; 
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XIV. APPENDIX D: PLOTS OF PHASE AND GROUP ADVANCES 
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Figure 19. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT May 15, 1980 
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Figure 20. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT May 17, 1980 
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Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT May 18, 1980 
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Figure 22. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT May 22, 1980 
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Figure 23. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT May 23, 1980 
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Figure 24. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT June 19, 1980 
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Figure 25. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT June 21, 1980 
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Figure 26. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT June 23, 1980 
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Figure 27. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT June 24, 1980 
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Figure 28. Hawaii to Ames phase and group advance starting at 1700 GMT June 25, 1980 
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Figure 29. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1000 GMT March 9, 1980 
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Figure 30. Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1000 GMT March 9, 1980 
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Figure 31. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1200 GMT March 15, 1980 
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Figure 32. Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1200 GMT March 15, 1980 
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Figure 33. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1200 GMT March 18, 1980 
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Figure 34. Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1200 GMT March 18, 1980 
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Figure 35. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1200 GMT March 19, 1980 
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Figure 36, Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1200 GMT March 19, 1980 
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Figure 37. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1200 GMT March 21, 1980 
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Figure 38. Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1200 GMT March 21, 1980 
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Figure 39. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1200 GMT March 22, 1980 
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Figure 40. Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1200 GMT March 22, 1980 
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Figure 41. Argentina to Ames phase advance starting at 1200 GMT March 24, 1980 
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Figure 42. Argentina to Ames group advance starting at 1200 GMT March 24, 1980 
